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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (EBA) was hired to conduct a study on the operation of the five
airports located in Northwestern Alberta and make recommendations to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the operations of these airports for the benefit of the northern residents.

Northern Alberta has historically depended significantly on air transportation. Air transport has
provided a link for services, industry, medical, recreation/tourism, cargo and employment of all
kinds. It has generally been an economic engine for the region. Connection to Edmonton through
the City Centre Airport has provided a “gateway to the north”.

However, recent years have seen significant changes in air transportation. Uncertainty in the future
of air service has seen service cuts. Threats of terrorism, airline mergers, global disease and
economic downturns have seen reduced passenger volumes on commercial carriers, cuts in flights
and routes, drastic fluctuations in fares and reduction in revenues at most airports.

The municipalities in Northwestern Alberta have joined together under the Regional Economic
Development Initiative (REDI) for the Mackenzie Region to investigate ways to provide their
residents and businesses with effective, efficient and guaranteed service.

In addition, the consortium would like the airports to be sustainable financially. It is recognized that
this is a challenge with small regional and community airports, but there are ways to generate
revenue to assist and reduce municipal subsidies.

This report looked at the five airports, budgets, traffic volumes, land availability, municipal planning
and jurisdiction, regional economy and the airline industry.

The recommendation of this report is that the three municipalities should consider forming a
Regional Airport Authority. This Authority could be called the Mackenzie Regional Airport Authority.
This would be an independent body that would manage the ongoing operation (including both
operational and capital budgets) of the five airports to facilitate this management. This would co
ordinate all activities and make a more efficient administration. Additional recommendations
include:

• Amend municipal planning documents appropriately.
• Prepare and sign a contract between the three municipalities.
• Form a strong alliance with Grande Prairie Airport (potentially the new gateway to the

north).
• Form partnerships with industry and airlines to improve service.
• Promote development at the airports to generate revenue and improve services.
• Prepare Master Plans for both High Level and Rainbow Lake Airports.
• Standardize rates and fees at all airports.

III
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (EBA) was hired by the Regional Economic Development
Initiative (REDI), an organization of associations and municipalities representing the northwest
region of the Province of Alberta. In this resource rich, but relatively isolated region, air
transportation provides much more than just a connection to a sunny holiday. Air transportation
provides critical cargo, business, passenger and medical transport.

1.1 Aviation Industry

The aviation industry has proven to be an unstable industry open to outside influences that
impact the business decisions of the industry leaders. We have seen drastic drops in air
travel after the 9/Il terrorist attack (although not in Fort McMurray), the merger and
bankruptcy of airlines, and the starting and stopping of air service.

The first rule of thumb is, airlines are businesses. An airport must not believe long-term
service promises of an airline because if the passenger volumes do not prove profitable for
the airline, the service will be cut (witness the 16 week service of WestJet into Brandon
Manitoba). This sounds harsh, but it is the new reality.

Airports must be realistic on their projections, their leases and partnerships, and the capital
commitments.

1.2 Purpose of Study

The Regional Economic Development Initiative believes air transportation services are
crucial to the economic development of Northwestern Alberta. To this end, REDI has
received funding to review the five airports within the region and hire a consultant to prepare
a Regional Airport Management Study and Operational Model.

It is intended that this study will provide options and recommendations to REDI, for the
members to take to their perspective associations and municipalities to determine the future
for the airports.

While air transportation is critical for the region, it must not be provided in a manner that
may be detrimental to the ongoing operations of the municipalities and must not be an
unreasonable burden on the taxpayer.

1.3 Scope of Study

The Terms of Reference for this project was flexible, allowing the Consultant and REDI
members to review information and progress as needed. The first step in the process,
however, along with data collection and analysis of current air movements to each airport,
was the facilitation of a Visioning Session. This workshop, held on December 1, 2003, was
attended by representatives from the three municipalities, airport management, airlines,
health region, industry, chamber of commerce and REDI. This session identified the issues,
the concerns, the vision, the core values and the goals to be achieved at the airports.

1
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This direction from the group, using the background information and economic data
provided, will form the basis for the management options and recommendations.

1.4 Vision for the Five Northwest Airports

A vision is a picture of what the airport will be in 20 years. It is a dream of what can be in
the future. It must be believable, alluring and have qualities people gravitate towards
because it represents a future that is more desirable than the present. The vision should be
worthy and relevant to people.

At the visioning session the group determined that the vision for the year 2023 was:

The Mackenzie Region recognizes that air transportation is an
essential service in the north, and that the region will have

economical, viable, safe, full regional air service.

A full regional air service is defined as the ability to access or leave the region for medical
purposes, scheduled passenger travel, charters, cargo, recreational, general aviation, fire-
fighting, search and rescue, flight schools and aerial applicators.

In addition to looking at a vision, the REDI group has determined core values. The following
core values were established at the visioning session. Core values determine the direction
for service and provides some guidance for the future management and operation of the
five airports to meet the vision.

• Ensure Safety at the Airport
• Provide Medivac Service
• Recognize Airports and Air Transportation as an Essential Service
• Provide Good Customer Service
• Make Airports User Friendly
• Ensure Airports and Aviation have a Common Focus
• Access to Medical Services such as specialists in Edmonton, Grande Prairie and

Fort McMurray
• Ensure Efficient Operations
• Provide Security at Airports
• Allow for Emergency Services

1.5 Reality Check

In the preparation of this report, many truths have been expressed. It is mandatory to have
a reality check. Municipalities cannot proceed realistically if there is not a realistic
assessment of the issues.

One of the first realities is that airports do not make money. The federal and provincial
governments divested themselves of airports for a reason — they were spending a lot of
money on them. Originally, airports were considered a public service and it was considered
appropriate to spend general revenues on their operation and maintenance. Once airports
were transferred to municipalities, they were considered to be businesses that were to be
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financially self-sufficient. The problem with this is, actually only two airports in Alberta are
financially self-sufficient: Edmonton International and Calgary International. All other
airports succeed only with federal, provincial or municipal funding. For example, even
Grande Prairie and Fort McMurray would not be able to function without the federal ACAP
funding to pay for major capital works.

Therefore, municipalities that have taken on the ownership and responsibility for operating
airports must ask themselves a very important question — what financial level of
commitment are we willing to support to maintain our airport and the service it provides?

Some municipalities have passed council motions stating that they will never contribute any
municipal money towards the airport (Fort McMurray), while others provide grants equal to
taxes (Red Deer). Others fund the airport totally (Lethbridge) and others have had
successful referendums to apply a special tax to the municipality to fully fund the airport
(Fort Nelson).

The second item of reality check is the issue of the Edmonton City Centre Airport. While
the municipalities in the north are banding together to present a very effective case to keep
the City Centre Airport open, ultimately it will be a senior political decision that may be out of
the hands of the north. In this case, it is clearly the direction of Edmonton Airports Authority
to close down the airport to any air traffic that would compete with the International Airport.
The airports in the north must proceed under the assumption that service may stop to the
City Centre and that alternatives must be pursued.

2.0 ISSUES

The December 1st, 2003 Visioning Session identified 18 primary issues that the airports are dealing
with. Some of these can be dealt with through good airport management; others are beyond the
direct control of the airport owners and operators — but not beyond their influence.

The issues identified are listed in Figure 1.

3
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Figure 1

Issues and Approaches

ISSUE APPROACH
The airports are fairly isolated and require significant Municipalities must ensure that the access roads to airports are
distance to travel, which can be very difficult in poor priority for plowing and maintenance to ensure ambulance access.
weather, particularly winter conditions.
Air travel is not always economical or affordable for Meet with airlines to see if there is anything the airport operator can
the average traveller, do to keep prices down and encourage “deals” for northern

residents.
Encouraging the Airlines to add new passenger routes Meet with airlines to see if there is a market niche that they may
and increase service, have missed (for example, it was only in 2003, after the Regional

Municipality of Wood•Buffalo spoke with Clive Beddoes, that the
airline realized the opportunity for Newfoundland flights).

The weather impacts the dependability of flights. Improve the navigational aids.
Ongoing Transport Canada changes to regulations Ensure that you have representation on the various airport boards
threatens the viability of airports. and committees to make your voice heard and get the most up to

date information (Aviation Alberta, CAC Regional Committee etc).
Airline uncertainty causes uncertainty for airports. The better the relationship with the airline the more notice you will

have of changes.
Increasing cost of operating airports. Look at ways of reducing costs by cross training, contract out, share

services and increase revenue.
The economic stability of the region is a concern Continue to support the resource industry but determine if the
because it is based on resource industries, economy of the region can be diversified.
Capital funding is uncertain. Apply for any funding available and take advantage of all existing

funding.
There is growth in the industry based on business Work with companies, car rental companies, hotels and hospitality
travel, and airlines to develop packages, encourage people to fly and not

drive and make it as easy for the business traveller as possible.
Oil companies do not provide airline tickets to their Meet with the oil companies and airlines and try to get the oil
employees anymore. companies to change their policy back and see if airlines will

provide discounts to the companies for bulk purchase of tickets.
The restrictions at the Edmonton City Centre Airport. With the restriction to 10 passenger planes and no dedicated cargo,

look for alternatives both in terms of another airport or meet with
Scoff Clements to discuss the issues of ground transportation.

Need to have taxpayer support for airports. Educate the public; promote the airport and the services it provides,
use other agencies such as the Health Authority.

Airports need to lease more land for revenue. Relax or review land use regulations about development on airport
lands. Promote the airports at trade shows and air shows to attract
new or relocating businesses.

Air ambulance service is critical. Use Alberta Health and the community to express this as a reason
for capital funding and for the rationale to keep the Edmonton City
Centre open.

Airport operators feel they have no control of Participate in the boards and committees, send letters to the
regulations. Minister and be a continual watchdog on any proposed changes to

legislation.
Grande Prairie is a growing airport with the potential Meet with the Airport Commission and the airlines and see if there
for becoming a regional hub. is some sort of relationship that can be developed for additional

service to the northwest through Grande Prairie.
Off Airport use by Helicopters Often helicopter companies locate off airport, posing as competition

to the airport rather than an integral tenant of the airport.
Airports need specialized expertise to ensure their Use the High Level Airport Manager to train staff, to inspect airports,
continued safe operation. to manage more than one airport and to participate in airport boards

and committees.
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3.0 STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The December 1, 2003 workshop also included a SWOT Analysis. We focus here on the strengths
and opportunities that the airports can use to achieve their goals, become more financially self-
sustaining and work towards to achieve the vision of the airport.

Strengths are internal to the organization. Those with which the organization has control and
influence. The strengths listed for the five Northwest Airports ranged from relationships to physical
infrastructure to staff. The following is the list of strengths identified. They are not listed in any
particular order of priority.

• Good relationship with Grande Prairie — both politically and through airport managers.
• The jurisdictions are willing to adapt.
• The jurisdictions are willing to take a unified approach as evidenced by the REDI

committee.
• The municipalities have knowledge about infrastructure.
• There has been a historically high use of the airports in the past, given the growth and

development primarily in the oil patch.
• There is a strong and healthy resource base that will continue for a number of years.
• The region is a great distance from a major centre — it is a nine hour drive from High Level

to Edmonton making air travel more appealing.
• Growing diverse economy. The region, as part of its growth, is becoming less dependent

on oil and gas and shifting to agriculture, tourism and manufacturing.
• High Level provides a regional service centre for the northwest.
• There is the desire for a multi-jurisdictional group to work together.
• There is an attitude of self-reliance in the region.
• The region has demonstrated it dependability.
• There is currently a large selection of air carriers that the airport could attract.
• The region has five airports to build on.

Opportunities are external to the organization. These are the positive attributes that are beyond or
outside of the direct control or influence of the organization and therefore are less certain than
strengths. The opportunities listed by the Visioning Session group are listed as follows. These are
also in no particular order of priority.

• High Level is a regional service centre for the Mackenzie Valley.
• High Level Airport has a voice on the CAC Regional Airport Committee to the Federal

Government.
• The area is benefiting greatly from the growth in the resource industry both in northern

Alberta and the Northwest Territories.
• There are linkages to other communities — through industry, health services, recreation etc.
• The region in general has a good relationship with the Province.
• The region and the municipalities provide leadership.
• There is a great deal of cargo that finds its way into the region and could use the airports to

better advantage.
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• “Big box retail” is being attracted to the region due to the regional market and the fact that
people from the Northwest Territories come to Alberta to shop (better and more selection
with no PST).

• From High Level you have a choice of destinations.
• There is an opportunity to jointly market and promote the airports and the region.
• There is a strong family demographic in the region and airlines and airports could market

more to the families and the family vacations.
• While Edmonton has historically provided the main centre, other centres are taking over

such as High Level and Grande Prairie.
• There is an opportunity to work more closely with the resource companies.
• Membership in the Northwest Corridor Development Corporation is demonstrating to be a

benefit to the Mackenzie Region. It provides a bigger voice, it crosses provincial
boundaries and it provides an opportunity for municipalities to share information.

• With a strong agriculture and forestry base, there is the opportunity to provide value added
businesses and then ship the product out by air for perishable or just in time or specialty
items.

4.0 EXISTING AIRPORTS SNAPSHOT

As noted, there are five municipal airports within the region. The following table provides a
snapshot of the facilities and location of each of the airports within the Mackenzie Region. We
have included the information for Zama Lake, which is a privately owned airport.

Figure 2

Airport Facilities1

Airport Freq. Dir. EIev. Runway Surface Lights Winter Facilities
Maint.

Fort 122.20 07/25 836 3,000 x Paved yes Yes windsock, fuel, ARcAL,
Vermilion CEG2 100 CBC Tower 2 mu SW.

DME
High Level 123.25 13/31 1,110 5,000 x Paved yes Yes Windsock, NDB, vOR,

CYOJ 150 DME
La Crete 123.20 06/24 1,046 2,950 x Turf yes limited ARCAL

CFN5 75
Rainbow 122.80 09/27 1,759 4,500 x Paved yes yes Windsock, fuel, ARCAL,
Lake CYOP 100 NDB, DME
Zama 123.20 16/34 1,296 2,460 x Oiled no no Windsock, powerline

CEX5 100 approachtol6
Zama 123.25 12/30 1,242 4,300 x Paved yes yes Windsock, 400’ stack
Lake CFT9 50 east of runway, NOB

4.1 High Level

The High Level Airport is a regional airport that has regularly scheduled passenger air
service from multiple carriers. The airport has a full time airport manager, car rental tenants
and a terminal building with adequate space. There is a restaurant area that is currently not

Alberta Air Facilities Supplement 2003, Abacus Datagraphics Ltd., October 2003.

6
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leased. The airport leases land and has several tenants including charter air companies
such as Little Red Air.
with rates for:

The airport has a schedule of fees that provides any potential tenant

These rates and fees form the basis for the revenue generation for the Airport. The Airport
Manager’s salary is paid for by the Town of High Level as an employee. All major capital.
works are scheduled and paid for by the federal Airport Capital Assistanbe Program
(ACAP). At present, Transport Canada has not identified the High Level Airport as one of
the airports that must upgrade the security and departure lounge facilities. Should this
occur as passenger movements increase, federal funding will be available to meet the
needs of the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA).

In 2002, the airport had a total of 14,885 aircraft movements (arrivals and departures). This
reflects good traffic for a small airport. The scheduled flights are departing for or arriving
from either Edmonton or Rainbow Lake. Increasing the variety of destinations would attract
more passengers. A connection to Grande Prairie would provide passengers access to
WestJet as well as a larger regional centre.

One of the issues related to the sustainability of the High Level Airport is the generation of
revenue. The airport would be in a better financial situation if they could attract the
passengers and their “meeters and greeters” to the airport to spend more time at the airport.
This would use the terminal building facilities more and may justify the opening and leasing
of the restaurant again. Many people feel that because it is a small airport and the security
is not as onerous as larger airports, and the planes are smaller and it does not take as
much time to load the planes, that they can arrive 15 minutes before their flight departs.
This will change. Perceptions will change and the terminal building and its revenues may
benefit. The other revenue-generating item is leasing land at the airport. A Master Plan

7

Land Lease:
Terminal
Hangar
Lands

Parking

$165.001m2 per year
$1 .501m2 per year
Varies on time and
power access from
$3.00 per day without
power to $6.00 per day
with power with weekly

Landing Fees
Minimum Charge
Fuel Flowage Fees

rates

Terminal Fees

$2.47 per 1,000 kg
$15.00
$.05 per litre for avgas
and $.0075/Iitre for jet
fuel
Based on the size of the
aircraft ranging from
$11.95 per aircraft for 0
to 9 passengers to
$202.75 for over 90
passenger aircraft.
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and Development Concept would clearly outline what uses are considered to be acceptable,
what lots would be available for lease and what servicing, if any, would be required. This
would then be a marketing tool for the airport and the Municipality to seek out tenants.

4.2 Rainbow Lake

The Rainbow Lake Airport is located within the municipal boundaries of the Town. The
airstrip is a 4,500 ft long x 100 ft wide paved runway. There is a modern airport facility that
also houses the Town offices and the RCMP offices. The airstrip is designated Direct
Control District. The town offices are located at the airport. Central Mountain Air and
Peace Air currently provide regularly scheduled passenger air service to Rainbow, both
departing from High Level.

The Town does not employ an airport manager and is managed by the Town CAO. The
airport is designated Direct Control District under the Town Land Use Bylaw. However,
there are no regulations attached to the land use district, no uses included and no reference
to the airport, making the district ineffectual in the regulation, protection and control of the
airport lands. The protection is that the Town owns and operates the airport. The airport is
not noted in the Land Use Bylaw in anyway, either as a defined use, a special use or a
separate land use district. It is not considered to be industrial. It is recognized that the DC
zoning may only apply to the airstrip and no adjacent lands. The lands immediately
adjacent to the airstrip are identified as M-1 Industrial District and M-2 Industrial Residential
District. Neither of these districts addresses the airside opportunities or access to secured
lands at the airport.

The Rainbow Lake Airport applies rates and fees as follows:

4.3 La Crete

The La Crete Airport is 3,000+ ft turf strip. It is located in close proximity to the hamlet
which has growth 14.3% since 2001 to a total 2003 population of 2,0392. There are no
regularly scheduled flights using the La Crete Airport and it is unknown exactly how many

2 Municipal District of Mackenzie web site, census Data.
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$2.50/I ,000 kg
$2.75/I ,000 kg
$3.00II,000 kg
$15.00

Landing Fees
• Under 21,000kg
• 21,001 to 45,000 kg
• Over 45,000 kg
Minimum Fee
Fuel Flowage Fee
Aircraft Parking

Daily
• Monthly
• Yearly
Terminal Fees
Land Rental Rates

No fees

$10
$60
$400
$50 per sched. aircraft
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aircraft movements the airport has on an annual basis. In 1997 the Municipal District
adopted a Fee Schedule for the La Crete airport as follows:

4.4 Zama

The Zama Airport is a 2,460 ft oiled runway. There is no maintenance on this airstrip and is
in poor condition. While there is some summer daytime use of the runway, it is not lighted
and there is an obstacle on the 16 approach. This airstrip is not used in the winter or nights
and it is not very useful for medivac due to the short length of runway.

Zama Airport

9

Land Lease Fee
Temporary Aircraft
Parking

$0.5Ô per sq. metre annually

Long Term Aircraft
Parking

$1 .00/day, $5.00/week,
$1 5.00/month
For Aircraft
$75.00 per
and $100
power)

up to 1,000 kg,
year (no power)
per year (with

Long Term Vehicle
Parking

For Aircraft over 1,000 kg,
$100.00 per year (no power)
and $125.00 per year (with
power)
$0.50 per day (no power) and
$1.00 per day with power
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However, close by is the Zama Lake Airport, owned and operated by Apache Canada, oil
and gas company. This runway is a paved, well-maintained, lighted 4,300 ft long runway.
In conversations with Mr. Dan Pearcy, the Area Supervisor for Zama Lake, the company
owns one other airstrip (at Hamburg) and while they are not generally open for public use,
they have never turned down a medivac. Generally, medivac or other emergency users call
the Calgary number for permission to land, which gives the company notice to ensure the
runway is clear. Mr. Pearcy indicated that the company would likely be very interested in
entering into an operating agreement with the MD of Mackenzie for the shared use of the
airport with some shared costs associated with keeping the airport open year round. This
reflects one of the public private partnerships that would demonstrate collaboration with
stakeholders and provide improved service to the community.

4.5 Fort Vermilion

Zama Lake Airport

The Fort Vermilion Airport is a 3,000 ft paved runway. In 1997 Council of the MD of
Mackenzie adopted the following fee schedule.

5.0 AIRPORT FINANCE

10

Fuel Flow Charge
Land Lease
Aircraft Parking
Temporary

$0.045/It
$1 .OOIsq.m. annually

Long Term

Long Term Vehicle
Parking

$2.00/day, $10.00/week,
$30.00/month
For Aircraft up to 1,000
kg, $150.00 per year (no
power) and $200 per
year (with power)
$1.00 per day (no
power) and $2.00 per
day with power
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With the ownership and operation of airports transferred from the provincial and federal
governments to local municipal governments, a very large financial burden was also transferred.
Many municipalities were not fully aware of the role, responsibility and commitment they were
taking on. Most municipalities do not have money in their budgets to cover large capital projects at
airports. Even the operating costs are significant, including insurance, day to day maintenance,
snow removal etc. Some municipalities are very lucky to have a volunteer group or flying club to
provide daily maintenance and operation. Others are run as part of the municipal public works
departments. No matter how it is operated, it is fair to say that most municipalities were not fully
aware of what they were getting into. As a result, airport financing is a major issue. This section of
the report looks at how the airports in the Mackenzie Region can, and do, generate revenue, what
grants may be applicable and how an airport can continue to operate.

5.1 Grants

As noted earlier, truly in Alberta, only Edmonton International and Calgary International
Airports are financially self-sustaining. These airports do not depend on any outside
funding, they are not eligible for ACAP funding and they pay huge rent payments to the
federal government for the land the airports sit on. They are run by not for profit airport
authorities. They manage the airport with large staff compliments. Airports such as Grande
Prairie and Fort McMurray are self-sustaining for operations and have been extremely
successful developing revenue, attracting airlines and servicing their regions. However,
without federal ACAP funding, they would not be able to function at the same level. Since
1997 Grande Prairie ($4.5 million) and Fort McMurray ($5.5 million) have been very
successful in getting ACAP grants to upgrade runways and aprons, replace lighting, repair
terminal building and purchase equipment.

Rainbow Lake and High Level Airports have also benefited from ACAP funding over the
years as illustrated in the following table.

Figure 3

ACAP Summary for Airports in Northwest Alberta3

Year Airport Project ACAP Funding
1997 High Level Installation of animal control fencing $157, 190
1998 Rainbow Lake Repair and overlay runway 09/27, taxi and $1,141,900

apron, install illuminated guidance signs and
airport beacons and resurface groundside
access system

1999 High Level Refurbishment of visual aids and $618,692
replacement of 3 pieces of heavy equipment

Currently, federal ACAP funding is focusing on security and safety issues. The program is
oversubscribed, but applications can be submitted for future projects. These applications
will be reviewed and if approved, will sit until funding is available.

3Transport canada News Releases

•11
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In addition, there is provincial grant money available for airports not eligible for ACAP
funding, through Alberta Transportation, for pavement rehabilitation only.

5.2 Operating Budgets

Many smaller airports are operated as part of the municipal public works department and do
not have a separate budget. It is often very difficult to separate the actual airport costs from
all of the public works projects. For example, when the snow plow is going down the road,
and makes a detour into the airport to plow the runway and then continues down the road to
the next school bus route, how do you put a dollar figure on the value of the plowing of the
runway. This is the case for the Municipal District of Mackenzie. The actual costs of
operating the three airports is difficult to separate. Both High Level and Rainbow Lake have
annual budgets that clearly outline the expenses and revenues and the operating costs for
the airport.

The following is the information provided by the three municipalities on the airport operating
budget figures.

Figure 4

Airport Operating Budgets

Airport Expenses Revenues
High Level $405,000~ $405,000~
Rainbow Lake $236,0256 $1 28,650~
La Crete, Fort Vermilion and Zama $150,000~ $90,000~

5.3 Rates and Fees

One of the most important forms of revenue for any airport is the lease of land for tenant
operations at the airport.

While pricing is extremely competitive in the aviation industry, a municipality cannot afford
to “give away” the land either. A reasonable rental or lease rate must be determined. In
addition, if the airport and municipality are to expect the tenant to make a significant
investment in the airport, the lease must be of such a length that the bank and the tenant
will be willing to make that investment. For example, a two year lease will not encourage an
operator to construct a $250,000 hangar. Having said that, there must be escalator clauses
in the lease so that the airport does not find themselves receMng a lease payment that is
15 years outdated.

Based on the Town of High Level 2003 Operating Budget
Revenue is generated by: Grant from MD ($33,000), Landing fees ($64,000), parking fees ($15,000), Terminal charges ($55,000),
Miscellaneous ($12,000), Fuel Flowage Fees ($29,000), Alberta Forestry Lease ($38,000) and other leases ($64,000)

B Based on the Town of Rainbow Lake 2003 Annual Budget
Revenue is generated by: Passenger fees ($10000), Landing Fees ($38,000), Terminal Fees (20,000), Land leases and rental
($48,000) and other miscellaneous income.
Expenses include: municipal taxes paid back to High Level for airport operation ($43,000), winter maintenance for Fort vermillion and
La crete.
Revenue is primarily generated through Annual Grants ($33,000), revenue from Little Red Air ($30,000) and others sales and leases
($5,000)
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It should be noted that a major tenant at both the Rainbow Lake and High Level airports is
Alberta Forestry. They lease land, have structures and provide the forest fire fighting
services for Northwest Alberta.

To provide REDI with some idea of what lease rates are charged across the province at
similar airports, we have provided a summary of lease rates.
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Figure 5

Rates and Fees of Comparable Airports1°

Small Regional Airports
Landing Fees Fuel Flowage Aircraft Facilities Fees Land Rental
(per 1,000 kg) Fee Parking Rates

Lloydminster $1.71 under $0.045 No fees $5.00 per
21,000, $2.20 person for both
between 21,000 inbound and
and 45,000 and outbound flights.
$5.20 over Resident aircraft
45,000 kg. pay $250.00/yr

Medicine $4.60 for less $0.01 on $1.50 per
Hat than 21000 kg, aviation and passenger for

$5.00 between $0.0052 on terminal building
21,000 and jet fee, $6.00 for
45,000km and inbound and
$5.50 over outbound
45,000 passengers.

Peace River $1.71 for less $0.0501 on Ranging from $0.966/m2
than 21,000 kg, aviation and $6.11 to
$220 for 21,000 $0.0052 on $141.05 per
to 45,000, $2.57 jet day, $49.06 to
for over 45,000 $2826.92/mo.
kg and a
minimum
payment of
$7.96

Lethbridge $4.20 for less $0.051 on 2,000 kg or From $25.20 $1.29/rn2 for
than 21,000 kg, aviation and less — charge per seat commercial
$5.28 for 21,000 no fee on jet $7.20/day, for 10— 15 airside and
to 45,000 kg, $56.40/mo seats, to $1.1 9/m2 for
$6.24 for over and $823.20 per commercial
45,000 and a $354.60/yr seat for 401 groundside with
minimum 2,001 to 5,000 seats or more. $259.99/m2
payment of kg - based on area
$12.00 $7.20/day. of building

$56.40/mo
and
$426.00/yr.
Over 5,000 kg
-$13.20/day,
$252.00/mo.

‘°Alberta Airport Operato?s Association, 2004 Alberta Airport Rates and Fees Survey
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Community Airports
Landing Fees Fuel Flowage Aircraft Parking Facilities Fees Land Rental

Fee Rates
Athabasca Flat rate fee of No fuel avail. No fees No fees $0.70/rn2

$10.00
Drayton Valley No fees No fee No fees No fees $0.30/rn2 for

private and
$0.452 for
commercial

Edson No fees No fee $20/month No fees N/A
Fairview No fees No fee No fees No fees N/A
Pincher Creek No fees Call out No fees No fees $0.50/m2

charge may
be levied
after hours

Rocky Mtn House No fees $0.045/litre Under 1,000 No fees $0.65/m2
kg, $17.00/mo
and
$187.00/yr.
1,000 to
2,000kg,
$19.00/mo and
$211 .00/yr
Over 2,000 kg
$21.58/mo and
$259.00/yr.

Sundre No fees No fee $65/year No fees $2.00m2
Wetaskiwin No fees $0.03 on No fees No fees Lots are sold

aviation fuel not leased

In addition to this, II airports assess air ambulance landing fees including: Athabasca, Fort
McMurray, Grande Prairie, High Level, Lethbridge, Manning, Medicine Hat, Peace River,
Rainbow Lake, Red Deer and Slave Lake.

The above table illustrates that each airport makes its own decisions regarding the amount
the market can bear to use the airport. Many small airports charge no fees, knowing that
private pilots are very price sensitive and that if they have to pay a fee, they may easily
move to the next airport. This is fairly easy in some locations where airports are fairly close
together (such as Red Deer, Lacombe, Wetaskiwin, Camrose and Ponoka). This may not
be the case in the north and each airport may be able to set rates and fees that will assist
with their operating budget and not “scare away” any of the local pilots or firms using the
airports.

It should be noted that some airports sell lots on airport property. Sale revenue goes
generally towards capital projects (Wetaskiwin). Some airports set up their airports as
bareland industrial condominiums where the individual purchases the lot and pays condo
fees to cover the cost of snow removal, road and airside upgrades etc. (Okotoks). Some
airports also charge access fees to use the runway (South Cooking Lake). It is not
generally recommended by EBA to sell land on an airport — it can limit future options and
generates a one time revenue source.
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6.0 REGIONAL IMPACT OF THE AIRPORTS

6.1 Regional Economy

The Northern Alberta Development Council recently commissioned a study on the economic
contribution of Northern Alberta to the overall Alberta economy~. This report, which reflects
the economic contribution of the entire north and not just the Mackenzie Region, has
compiled exhaustive statistics demonstrating the value of the north. This report indicates
that while only 9% of Alberta’s population resides within the study area, it produces:

• 38% of Alberta’s Natural Gas
• 52% of Alberta’s Oil
• 90% of Alberta’s productive forests
• 19% of Alberta’s export crops

The Region contributes 19% of total revenues to the province, 68% (2001) of Alberta
revenues from personal and corporate income tax and non-renewable resource revenue.
One third of all Alberta’s international exports come from the north and the north attracts
1.5 million visitors every year.

This report does not specifically address the airports in the region, or air transportation and
its contribution. But it is clear that successful businesses, hospitality services and the
resource industry could not survive without a competitive air industry.

The Mackenzie Region occurs within the Municipal District of Mackenzie. Within this large
geographic area are located the Town of High Level, the Town of Rainbow Lake and three
hamlets: Zama, La Crete and Fort Vermilion. The Municipal District of Mackenzie has been
growing at a very fast rate with a 9.1% increase between 2001 and 2003 for a total
population of 9,687. La Crete is the largest hamlet in the area with a 2003 population of
2,039. The population of the MD is very young in comparison with the province of Alberta
figures. While natural resources plays a major role in the local economy, the MD mission
includes ensuring long-term economic sustainability. La Crete is primarily a farming
community with a strong Mennonite background and culture.

The Town of Rainbow Lake is located west of High Level with a permanent population of
just under 1,200 residents. The primary industry is the oil patch.

The Town of High Level has a permanent population of approximately 3,600 with a trading
area of over 22,000 people. The economic base of the community is forestry, oil and gas,
tourism and hospitality. High Level is the regional hub. Recently, the Town has attracted
significant retail development with over 300 trade establishments. The building permits,
population and industry growth all point to continued growth for the Town.

“ Analysis to the Economic contribution of the Northern Alberta Development council Region to Alberta and canada, September 2003
GTS Group International, in association with Activation Analysis.
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6.2 Edmonton City Centre Airport

The future of the Edmonton City Centre Airport is of great concern to the north. This airport
has been providing convenient air services to the north for 50 years. The City of
Edmonton’s claim to be the “gateway to the north’ resulted primarily from the fact that the
City Centre airport provided a downtown airport close to business, medical and government
services.

Now, the Edmonton Airport Authority has invested millions of dollars in the Edmonton
International Airport and is concerned that any competition from the City Centre Airport that
may reduce traffic at the International threatens the huge investment made. The City of
Edmonton has divested itself of any responsibility by defaulting to the lease signed with the
Edmonton Airport Authority to operate the airport.

While this land would be extremely valuable as developable land in the City, the businesses
on the airport and the investment in the City Centre Airport is also significant.

The residents of the north have come to depend on the City Centre Airport as their gateway
to services. The new policies restricting passenger aircraft by size and eliminating
dedicated cargo aircraft into the City Centre Airport, forces the northern residents to use the
International Airport, placing them 30 minutes further away from the medical, government
and business services they have used in the past. In addition, the high cost of
transportation from the airport (expensive cab rides or requirement to rent a car) adds to the
restrictions and constraints for northern residents. As residents of Alberta, the north
demands equal access to provincial facilities.

The northern Mayors and municipalities are lobbying the provincial government to intervene
and ensure that the airport not only remains open, but that the restriction on aircraft size.
and passenger numbers is removed.

This will be a difficult task for the Province and will be politically dangerous. If the north is
successful in gaining the support of the provincial government and action is taken, then the
north will be served and Edmonton will remain as the “gateway to the North”. However, if
the province determines it is not within their jurisdiction, or if lengthy legal battles ensue, the
North will have to find alternative connections.

This opens up opportunities for the airlines and residents to connect the northwest directly
to Grand Prairie and then to Calgary. Grande Prairie has air service provided by Air
Canada Jazz, WestJet, Peace Air and Swanberg Air along with charter companies. Since
much of the industry is oil and gas related and many of the oil and gas companies are
located in Calgary, it may be feasible to promote more direct connections and bypass
Edmonton. This may not be as easy for medical issues; however, as Grande Prairie grows,
more specialized medical services will likely be provided there.

While the north should not give up the fight to keep the City Centre Airport open to
unrestricted scheduled passenger traffic, there is a point where the energies expended may
be better spent promoting the alternatives.
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7.0 LAND USE REGULATIONS

Federal Zoning does not apply to any of the five airports in the region. While the Province of
Alberta tried to apply regulations for the areas surrounding airports, it was rescinded in 1996
primarily because they did not have the jurisdiction. Under Transport Canada Regulations, land
use at an airport is managed by the owner and operator of the airport, while meeting their criteria
for airport safety listed in TP312. Land use in itself is a municipal jurisdiction. This section
addresses the municipal land use regulations placed on the lands by the three jurisdictions.

7.1 Land Use Bylaws

Two land use bylaws control the five airports within the region.

7.1.1 Town of Rainbow Lake

The Rainbow Lake Airport is located within the municipal boundaries of the Town of
Rainbow Lake and is designated Direct Control District’2. However, the land use district
provides no guidance or regulations for the development, operation and protection of the
airport. This form of land use designation is ineffective and does not provide any direction
for the airport at all. In fact, the airport is not referred to in the Land Use Bylaw at all. It is
not even mentioned at a public utility or use in the bylaw. This handling of an airport is
typical of a municipal or regional planning commission approach to airports when the
airports were federal or provincial jurisdiction. Now that the airport is owned and operated
by the Town of Rainbow Lake, the responsibility and liability falls solely on the municipality,
and the council and regulations and controls must be included within the municipal planning
documents. The airport is located on the southern end of the town with Urban Reserve
District to the east and the town boundary to the west. There is no reference to a referral
area to ensure that development beyond the boundaries of the Town will not impact the
ongoing operation of the airport by developing conflicting land uses.

7.1.2 Municipal District of Mackenzie No. 23

The Municipal District of Mackenzie No. 23 Land Use Bylaw’3 regulates and controls the
other four airports: Zama, La Crete, Fort Vermillion and High Level. While the Land Use
Bylaw does not include a specific airport land use district, and the airports are not
designated appropriately, the bylaw does define airports and in the Urban Reserve District,
Municipal Airports is listed as a discretionary use. Section 3.4 is the referral section of the
bylaw. It does not address any referrals in proximity to the airport or refer to the Airport
Vicinity Protection Areas. These areas are referred to in Section 4.6 of the bylaw
(Supplementary Regulations). The AVPA5 are included in the bylaw and address four
airports: High Level, La Crete, Fort Vermilion and Zama. However, the AVPA5 are not
identified on the Land Use Bylaw Map, there is no referral to the Town of High Level and the
AVPAs, while adopted from Provincial regulations, have no bearing on the airports or the
land use districts and refer to safety issues (which is ultra vires a municipality). The AVPA

12 Town of Rainbow Lake Land Use Bylaw No. 99-05
13 Municipal District of Mackenzie NO. 23 Land Use Bylaw as amended Bylaw 181199
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refers to airport designations (Airport Clear District, Airport Industrial Area and Airport Rural
District) which are not acknowledged in the land use bylaw, making it ineffective.

It is recommended that amendments to the Land Use Bylaw be implemented to provide
better control of the airports and the land surrounding the airports, and land use districts be
developed that will encourage economic development at airports.

7.2 Airport Vicinity Protection Areas

In the 1970s and 1980s, the Alberta Government prepared documents called Airport Vicinity
Protection Area Plans. The purpose of these plans was to ensure that future development
did not negatively impact the continued operation of existing airports. These plans listed
appropriate uses within proximity to the airport, identifying the obstacle limitation areas and
referral to Federal regulations. A total of 43 airports in the Province of Alberta had these
plans prepared and adopted by Provincial regulation, including High Level, La Crete, Fort
Vermillion and Rainbow Lake. However, in 1996, all AVPAs, with the exception of
Edmonton International Airport and Calgary International Airport, were rescinded. This
signalled the end of the Province in the airport business.

To try and accommodate these plans, many municipalities just included them in their land.
use bylaws or municipal development plans, thinking that this was sufficient to keep the
airport protected. Unfortunately, in most cases, these were adopted as appendices with no
reference to the main bylaw and have been useless and/or forgotten.

The important thing is that the information contained in these documents is extremely
valuable to the municipality and should not be lost. The noise exposure forecasts and the
obstacle limitation mapping have, in all likelihood, not changed since the original
preparation and could be incorporated into municipal planning documents quite easily if
done properly.

There is also a move for the local municipalities to aót as the agent for the Federal
government in enforcing the federal regulations for airports. This requires Provincial “buy
in” which has not occurred yet in Alberta. The model has been adopted in British Columbia.
The Vernon model required a tripartite agreement between the City of Vernon, the Province
of British Columbia and the Government of Canada. The City of Vernon owns and operates
the airport. The airport does not have any regularly scheduled passenger flights, but is a
very busy corporate and commercial airport. The City now has the jurisdiction to cut down
trees that penetrate the obstacle limitation surface and to prohibit development outside of
their jurisdictional boundaries to ensure the ongoing safe operation of the airport.
Athabasca, Red Deer and Medicine Hat Airports are currently investigating the tripartite
agreement process in Alberta.

7.3 Municipal Development Plans

Airports are important economic development generators; they are part of the transportation
network and are important for the social well being of the community. However, often they
are not included in long range planning documents of a municipality.
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7.3.1 Town of High Level

The High Level Airport is not located within the boundaries of the Town of High Level; it is
located within the Municipal District of Mackenzie. For this reason, the airport is not
addressed within the long-range planning document of the Town. It is addressed in the
Inter-Municipal Development Plan with the MD of Mackenzie.

7.3.2 Town of Rainbow Lake

The Rainbow Lake Airport is located within the municipal boundaries of the Town of
Rainbow Lake. At time of preparation of this document, a copy of the MOP for the town was
not available.

7.3.3 Municipal District of Mackenzie

The MDP for the Municipal District of Mackenzi&6 covers four of the airports in the region:
High Level, Zama (including Zama Lake), La Crete and Fort Vermilion.

The MD of Mackenzie acknowledges three paved runways (two with scheduled passenger
traffic) in Section III of the MDP (Municipal Setting). The document then addresses the
airports in Section 3.5:

Objective: To maintain the integrity of other transportation systems.

The MD

c) Shall ensure that where established, developments near airports be in
accordance with the AVPA regulations which have been adopted for that
area, and that existing AVPA regulations are reviewed, when required, to
ensure that they are effective in regulating land uses in the subject areas.

This statement demonstrates the intent to ensure the ongoing operation of the airports and
the desire to monitor land uses that could interfere with continued operation. While a
municipality cannot address air and airport safety (because it is federal jurisdiction) any
airport that owns and/or operates an airport is responsible for airport safety. This seeming
conflict reflects the difference between federal legislation and municipal jurisdiction.

In addition, Section 4.6 of the MOP further addresses AVPA regulations.

4.6 Afrports

(1) Development near municipal airports will be required to conform to Airport
Vicinity Protection Areas or other established regulation.

(2) Commercial Airport related development shall not be permitted unless it is
located at an approved airstrip site.

(3) No private airstrips shall be permitted to locate within the legal boundaries of
any Hamlet in the MD of Mackenzie No. 23.

~‘ Municipal District of Mackenzie Municipal Development Plan, Updated September 1999.
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(4) No private airstrips shall locate within any Airport Vicinity Protection Area.
(5) Heliports may not locate in any Hamlet unless they are for emergency

medical services.
(6) All airport related development directly accessing the Town of Rainbow Lake

Municipal Airport shall be encouraged to locate within the Town of Rainbow
Lake.

7.4 Draft Inter-Municipal Development Plan

The Town of High Level and the MD of Mackenzie has prepared an Inter-Municipal
Development Plan. The plan has been prepared in accordance with the Municipal
Government Act (Section 631(1)) with the purpose for the two municipalities to outline a
framework whereby the municipalities can co-operate on the planning of a rural-urban area.

The two municipal councils recognize the need to “work together to advance the socio
economic of the High Level area.” ~

The areas of focus for the plan were lands immediately surrounding the Town of High Level
and corridor areas where th~ MD and the Town could co-operate. This would lead to the
co-operative economic development initiatives, with an emphasis on the attraction of
industry and business investment to the area.

Several policies may have impact on the airport, for example:

Industrial Development Policy #3 — The MD may consider the development of a rural
industrial park in the High Level area that will accommodate industrial land uses best suited
to a rural location. This could include lands at the airport.

Transportation Systems Policy #1 — When reviewing land use proposals, the impact of the
proposal on the Inter-Municipal Planning Area’s air, rail and road transportation systems will
be evaluated and taken into consideration during decision making processes.

Transportation Systems Policy #3 — Land uses that are related to the provision and/or
servicing of air transportation systems, will be directed to the High Level Airport.

Transportation Systems Policy #4 — The Municipal District and Town will consider the
establishment of a regional airports authority, of some kind, as a way to co-operate on the
long-term viability and planning of airports located in the area.

There is also a referral section in the document that addresses what applications will be
referred between municipalities. Development permits within the airport obstacle limitation
area is not listed as something that will be referred.

This document demonstrates a willingness to work together. This collaborative approach
can only be beneficial to all municipalities involved.

The Municipal Distiict of Mackenzie-Town of High Level Inter-Municipal Development Plan, October 2003.
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The policy referring to a regional airports authority of some kind, may have been the
catalyst for this study. If so, it is evident that the municipalities are open to the concept of
jointly dealing with the airports in a positive and open manner.

8.0 AIRPORT MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

The following outlines several options for management of the airport in the Northwest. While we
outline the advantages and disadvantages of each option, several of the items identified in Section
8.5 can be incorporated into either of the management options.

8.1 Individual Management

The Individual Management Options is the status quo.

Currently, each airport is managed through the municipality that owns it. Therefore, High
Level Airport is managed through the Town of High Level with a full time manager.
Rainbow Lake Airport is managed by the Town of Rainbow Lake where the Town Manager
is functioning as the airport manager without any training or certification. Zama, La Crete
and Fort Vermillion Airports are managed by the Municipal District of Mackenzie with the
CAO of the MD functioning as the airport manager (again without any training or
certification). While this appears to have been fairly effective, there appears to be
opportunities lost in terms of collaboration, co-operation and bulk purchasing. This could be
corrected either through improved inter municipal co-operation or through some form of
amalgamation.

The Airport Manager for the High Level Airport is the only trained and certified airport
manager in the region. Mr. Lindsay has provided advice and assistance to the other
airports/jurisdictions whenever requested.

This management option allows each jurisdiction to continue to establish their policies and
budgets independently and to be responsible only to their own ratepayers. However, it also
means that the liability for each individual airport falls directly and solely on the individual
municipality that owns and operates the airport.

There is concern regarding the management of the Rainbow Lake Airport without a certified
or trained airport manager. Rainbow Lake has scheduled passenger traffic and the
liabilities the municipality may be assuming more liability than they realize. The issue of not
having a trained or certified airport manager for Zama, La Crete and Fort Vermilion is not as
great due to the fact regularly scheduled passenger flights do not service these airports.

The level of service provided has been adequate for the needs of the community. However,
there is fear that service may decline in future, not as a result of anything the individual
airports may or may not be doing, but outside influences that may reduce the level of
service to the residents of the northwest.

As individuals, the airports provide three voices. As members of Alberta Aviation, they can
form a larger voice, and gain support from other members. However, each member of
Aviation Alberta has its own agenda and concerns and may not be ready to support the
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northwest region’s plea for assistance. They may feel that they are competing for limited
resources and may determine their future is better served not supporting another region’s
goals.

8.2 Joint Airport Management Committees

This option allows for autonomous control of each airport with a co-ordinated approach.
Each jurisdiction would have an airport committee to guide their airport’s growth and
development as well as operation. These committees would be appointed by Council and
would include representation from each of the other municipalities. This would allow each
Council to keep a separate budget and allows for autonomy for each municipality but would
enhance communication, sharing of information and materials and discussion of larger
issues with an integrated approach.

However, this option does not reduce or divert the municipal liability for the airports. The
liabilities still rest solely in the hands of the individual municipality.

This option allows for relationships and partnerships to develop. The Airport Committee
could include appointment of outside stakeholders or interest groups including oil and gas
company representation, tenant involvement and private resident. This is not to say that as
individually operated airports, that partnerships could not be formed, but that as a group, it
is easier and more cost effective to market and co-ordinate attracting partners.

The purpose of including other people on the committee is to provide as much input and
information to the owner/operator of the airport to improve service. This option ensures co
ordination and co-operation but allows each municipality to have final say and jurisdiction
over their airports.

8.3 Inter-Municipal Airport Board/Commission

This fully integrated approach would allow for one all encompassing Airport Board (or
Commission.) All three jurisdictions would manage all five airports. There are many
benefits to this approach. Rather than looking at the five airports and three jurisdictions as
competing for money or business, the airports would be operated in a collaborative manner,
co-ordinating maintenance, operation, funding and growth.

This co-ordinated approach would allow for a shared airport manager — only High Level has
a certified Transport Canada trained airport manager. Mr. Lindsay could be utilized as the
combined airport manager, spending a minimum of one day per week at Rainbow Lake and
conducting inspections on Zama, La Crete and Fort Vermillion on a monthly basis.

This option increases the safety and dependability of the airports. This could allow for
sharing the airport manager’s salary and providing for succession planning by hiring a junior
person to be trained to be the airport manager.

This option also allows for:

• joint funding application;
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• pooling resources;
• bulk purchase; and
• sharing equipment and knowledge.

This board could also include outside stakeholders on the board to gain understanding and
acceptance (such as airline, tenants or other agencies). Including additional people on the
Board would also enhance the public persona of the airports.

Each council would be responsible for appointing an agreed upon number of members to
the board. There would be one start-up budget, approved by each council, after which the
Airport Board would operate independently. The board would work separately from council
and make periodic reports to council including presentation of the budget, annual report and
an interim report. Meetings could be rotated between municipal offices or airports.

Liability remains the responsibility of each individual municipality.

8.4 Regional Airport Authority

Regional Airports Authority Act (Alberta) provides an option for the creation of a corporate
governance structure to operate the airports. This legislation allows for regional airports
authorities to be formed and created upon application, and approval by the Minister of
Transportation. The petition for formation is very similar to the incorporation of a not for
profit society under the Societies Act. There must be a contract between the authorities’
incorporators agreeing to the bylaws, membership rules and regulations of the authority.
The Board (of not less than nine directors) will then:

a) manage and operate the airports for which it is responsible in a safe, secure and
efficient manner; and

b) advance economic and community development by means that include promoting
and encouraging improved airline and transportation service and an expanded
aviation industry, for the general benefit of the public in it region18.

This creates a not for profit organization that manages the airports as a third party, separate
from the municipalities and transfers the liability to the airport authority. This de-politicizes
the operation of the airports, ensures co-ordination and co-operation between airports and
transfers the liability for the operation of all five airports to the Airport Authority. The
municipalities can still provide financing, support and jointly promote the airports. The
municipalities appoint the members to the authority. The Airport Authority sets their own
budget and spending and there is one budget for all airports.

This method of management will provide validity by legislation, in some ways, put the
Mackenzie Airport Authority on par with other airport authorities in Alberta and provide a
consolidated voice at different forums.

This allows for all the advantages of the Inter-municipal Airport Board in terms of shared
information, manager, bulk purchase and shared or transferred equipment. The cost of

~ Regional Airports Authorities Act, statutes of Alberta, 1989, chapter R-9.05, with amendments in force as of February 26, 1998,
section 21.
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running an Airport Authority does not have to be an onerous amount. The Board members
are volunteers, the municipalities can still contribute and overall it may be more cost
effective than having three municipalities operate five airports. The operation of an Airport
Authority does not have to be cost prohibitive. While meetings may occur monthly and
while some of the meetings may take place in High Level as the central location, meetings
could also be conducted via conference call.

8.5 Joint or Shared Elements

Because the overall objective is to get the “best bang for the buck” while meeting all of the
airports goals, we look at a number of ways to share services and reduce the individual
costs. These could include:

• Joint Marketing — the municipalities should work in co-operation to promote the
airports to the airlines, oil and gas companies and community.

• Joint Promotion — the municipalities, economic development committees and
chambers of commerce should work to promote the region and ensure that the
airports are included in every discussion of transportation, access, industry and
retail.

• Bulk Purchasing — each individual airport has equipment and materials needs. If the
airports combined to make larger purchases, the price may be reduced making it
more affordable and reducing costs. This could apply to everything from glycol to
contracts for minor work at the airports such as line painting or crack filling.

• Share Knowledge — with only one trained/experienced airport manager in the region,
it would be very beneficial to all the airports if the knowledge and skills of the airport
manager be shared with each airport. This also applies to organizations such as
Aviation Alberta and the Airport Operators Committee and their annual Maintenance
Seminar. It is also important to consider succession planning for the airport
manager’s position, since neither Transport Canada nor the Province of Alberta are
training airport managers anymore. Every regional airport in the province that has
regularly scheduled air traffic has a trained and dedicated airport manager (with the
possible exception of Peace River) except for Rainbow Lake.

• Share Equipment — while the distances are significant between airports, there may
be an opportunity to share the use of equipment or to “hand-down” equipment from
one airport to the other as some airports are able to upgrade.

This is not to imply that municipalities do not currently co-operate on a variety of operations
(the example presented in a joint contract for assessment services). Many municipalities
have shared agreements for fire fighting, library, recreation etc. However, the main
advantage of a separate Authority for the operation of the airports is the transfer of liability
and the development of one operating budget.

8.6 Summary of Options

The options prepared here provide a range of management considerations. If the vision is
to have “economical, viable, safe, full regional air service”, this may be better achieved as a
group than individually. It appears that the region and the municipalities have already
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understood that working together is a benefit, as evidenced by the creation of the Regional
Economic Development Initiatives group.

Continuing to operate the airports as separate entities reduces the ability to utilize skills and
advantages from combined size.

A regional voice may provide a stronger political statement. Combined management may
see savings and economies in budgets.

It is the recommendation of this report that the airports and municipalities look at the
creation of an Airport Authority.

9.0 RECOMMENDATION AND ACTION PLAN

After reviewing the information, facilitating the visioning session, assessing the population, regional
economy and industry base, we believe that some form of co-management of the five airports
would be most efficient and effective. Therefore, it is the recommendation of this report that the
municipalities and REDI consider adopting recommended Option 8.4, Regional Airport Authority.

We feel that operating an airport independently is proving to be a financial burden on each of the
three municipalities and that the airports are in need of improved management, physical upgrades
and a collaborative marketing approach.

The following are the components of the recommendation that would form the Action Plan.

• Recommend the three municipalities work together to petition the Minister to enact a
Regional Airport Authority under the Regional Airport Authorities Act of Alberta. This will
require the initial appointment a board of no less than nine people (as required by the Act).
The board composition could be three members appointed by each jurisdiction and other
key stakeholders or local business persons. The creation of the Airport Authority will
necessitate meeting the requirements of the Act for bylaws and regulations.

• Responsible diversity on the board is the goal. The benefit of including other stakeholders
on the board, such as tenants, stakeholders such as oil and gas company representatives
and local business people, is that it will broaden the scope of the board. It will broaden the
contacts the board members have for new partnerships and funding opportunities. The
opportunity to develop public/private partnerships is growing and there are several
examples in Alberta where private companies have provided funding for capital works at
airports.

• Amend local municipal planning documents. This requires amendment of the Town of
Rainbow Lake and the MD of Mackenzie Land Use Bylaws to reflect the airport use, set
backs and conflicting land uses and to better incorporate the Airport Vicinity Protection
Areas into the planning documents. This would also include preparing Airport Districts for
both bylaws that refer to the land uses and the different categories of uses listed in the
AVPA5.
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Prepare master plans and development concepts for High Level and Rainbow Lake
Airports. These two airports are Transport Canada certified airports and have regularly
scheduled passenger traffic. This service should not be jeopardized. One way of ensuring
on going success of the airport is to prepare a Master Plan and 20 year capital plan. This
will demonstrate to airlines and operators that you are serious about keeping the airport
open for business. This will outline land available for lease or sale. This will outline lands
that should be developed with land uses that will not impact the future of the airport. This
will provide residents with confidence that the airport will not negatively impact their lives
and will provide direction for the municipalities for future development. A long range capital
plan will assist the municipalities and the Board in planning for funding, making applications
in a timely manner, lobbying for support and developing partnerships.

• Build relationships — this is critical for the ongoing success of any airport. This will mean
that the municipalities and the Airport Authority will have to re focus their attention and
divert some of their energy and money from the City Centre Airport to their own airports.
This means working with agencies, companies and groups that will aid the future of the
airports — such as the oil and gas industry — rather than fighting Edmonton Airports
Authority.

• If airports are a critical element in the safety and well being of the residents of the region —

the municipalities should look at closing Zama Airport and using Zama Lake as the
municipal airport. The MD of Mackenzie or the Airport Authority could negotiate a joint
operating agreement with Apache Canada — the company has already indicated a
willingness to partner on the airport and open it for more public use. This would provide
residents with a better safer airport. It would build a relationship with the company and
would cost the municipality a minimal amount of money in terms of maintenance and
sharing insurance on the Zama Lake Airport and abandon the Zama Airport which is in need
of significant capital repairs and maintenance.

• Develop a balanced operating budget for the five airports along with improved means of
monitoring the costs and increasing the revenues. This will be difficult with for Rainbow
Lake because the Terminal Building also includes the Municipal Offices, but if a reasonable
rent was charged to the airport for use of the structure, the two could be kept separate.

• Utilize the knowledge that is currently available. One suggestion is to designate the current
High Level Airport Manager as the manager for the Airport Authority. This one person
would then be responsible for the inspection, management and guidance for all five airports.
Using a trained and certified individual will increase the level of comfort, reduce municipal or
commission liability and ensure the ongoing safe operations of the airport. The Airport
Manager’s role would also include ensuring that any person working on the airport is trained
and capable of conducting the work. This will also reduce the liability of the Airport
Authority.

• Develop a Joint Marketing and Promotion Strategy. Using the skills and knowledge
available through the Chambers of Commerce, REDI and the various economic
development committees, and utilizing the resources of the province, the region should
develop a joint marketing and promotion strategy that promotes the region, the airports and
access for both tourism and industry. This may include the development of materials,
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meetings with various agencies and businesses and attendance at trade shows. This could
also include discussions with the oil and gas companies to encourage their employees to
use commercial air carriers for transportation in and out of the region. It may be that the
strategy could work with the airlines and industry to work out reduced airfares if a certain
number of passengers were guaranteed.

• Implement Bulk Purchasing. As was noted earlier, bulk purchasing often reduces the per
unit cost of an item. Since most of the airports will be purchasing many of the same things,
a bulk purchase or a single contract with a supplier may see benefits.

• Co-ordinate grant and funding applications. There are several sources of funding available
including federal ACAP (for High Level and Rainbow Lake that currently receive regularly
scheduled passenger traffic), the Provincial Alberta Community Airport Program (limited
mostly to pavement rehabilitation) and other special grants such as the Special Urban
Transportation Grant. Other funds may be available through economic development to
assist with the development of the joint marketing strategy. It would be best if the airports
co-ordinated their applications for these monies so that they were not competing with each
other for the same limited financial resources.

• Prepare a 5, 10, 15 and 20 year capital budget. It is very important for a municipality, and
the new Airport Commission to fully understand the existing standard and capacity of the
airports. A long range capital budget allows for the long-term dedication of capital funds (to
be put in reserve) and for the scheduling of projects.

10.0 NEXT STEPS

In order to provide an implementation plan for the creation of the Mackenzie Regional Airport
Authority, the following steps must be undertaken:

• Prepare bylaws and required documentation as stated in the Regional Airport Authorities
Act, along with supporting letters and council motions from the three municipalities involved
and submit as a petition to create the Mackenzie Regional Airport Authority to the Minister
(as defined as the Executive Council designated by the Lieutenant Governor). This can
begin immediately. It will require the review of other regional airport authority bylaws and
meetings with the municipalities to verify and approve wording and funding.

• Prepare an Airport Master Plan for the High Level Airport. This document is well overdue
for the High Level Airport and will provide a long range management plan for the airport, to
be used as an economic development tool, a planning tool and a capital works plan.

• Prepare an Airport Master Plan for the Rainbow Lake Airport. As with the High Level
Airport, a master plan for the Rainbow Lake airport can address development issues,
incorporate a safety plan and emergency plan and determine future management of the
airport.

• Prepare Land Use Bylaw Amendments for the Town of Rainbow Lake Land Use Bylaw to
create an airport district and to incorporate the AVPA regulations into the Land Use Bylaw.
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As noted in this report, the current land use bylaw and AVPA do not provide the protection
or control the municipality may require or the Airport Authority may demand.

• Prepare Land Use Bylaw Amendments for the MD of Mackenzie Land Use Bylaw to create
and airport district and to incorporate the AVPA regulations into the Land Use Bylaw (same
reasons as the Rainbow Lake amendments).

• Investigate the potential for the “Vernon Model” whereby the Airport Authority or the
Municipality acts as the agent of the Federal government in the enforcement of federal
airport zoning through Transport Canada. This would strengthen the municipal powers to
limit heights and uses within proximity of an airport.

• Negotiate with Apache Oil and Gas for the inclusion or associate membership of the Zama
Lake Airport in the Regional Airport Authority.

• Negotiate with the Little Red River Cree Nation for the inclusion or associate membership of
the Fox Lake Airport in the Regional Airport Authority.

• Prepare a 5, 10, 15 and 20 year Capital plan for the five airports.

• Develop a balanced operating budget for the five airports, including staffing and the
provision of an Airport Manager for the entire Airport Authority. This will include a training
schedule. One of the first steps may be to send all personnel involved in the airport to the
Airport Operators Maintenance Seminar in Edmonton at the end of April, 2004. In addition,
Environmental Management, Pavement Management, Emergency Operations and Bird and
Wildlife Control courses will be important for all staff.

• Develop a Joint Marketing and Promotion Strategy for the Regional Airport Authority;
utilizing the existing organizations such as the Chambers of Commerce and the Regional
Economic Development Initiatives.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

SUMMARY

This review was undertaken “to review municipal recreational opportunities and
recommend a regional model to manage existing andfuture recreation infrastructure
based on the needs of residents and tourists”.

The review area in Northwestern Alberta consisted of the Municipal District of
Mackenzie #23 and the Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement. Communities within these
boundaries were included in the review and consisted of Fort Vermilion, High Level, La
Crete, Paddle Prairie, Rainbow Lake, and Zama. The North Peace Tribal Council was
also consulted for input.

A total of 318 stakeholders responded to this review with the general public representing
37% and youth representing 63% of respondents.

Opportunities Determined by Stakeholders for Regional Recreational Initiatives

Downhill Skiing Facility Development 36.0%
Snowboarding Facilities 11.0%

• Skateboard Park — Upgrading and New Facilities 9.0%
All Terrain Vehicle Trail System 9.0%
Additional Recreational Campsite Developments 5.0%
Horse Trail Ride Development
Movie Theatre 5.0%
Water Skiing Competition Course 4.0%
Moto Cross Park 4.0%
River Boat Tour Development — Promotion 4.0%
Snowmobile Trail System Extension — Linkages 4.0%
Hunting Lodge Developments — Promotion 1.0%
Fishing Lodge Developments — Promotion 1.0%
Eco Tourism Developments (Bird and wildlife viewing) 1.0%
Marina — Boating Dock on the Peace River 1.0%
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Regional model to manage existing and future recreation infrastructure based on
the needs of residents and tourists.

Recreation and Tourism:
There is a need in each community and at the rural level for residents to be able to
provide recreational and tourism input for their community through a structured process.
Communities and rural areas without a board or similar should ensure the process being
utilized is effective, is structured, and workable for their area of responsibility. There
also needs to be a linkage between communities to ensure that joint opportunities are
identified and that councils are provided timely and complete infonnation for their level
of decision making and in particular for budgetary purposes.
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RECREATION RECOMMENDATIONS

These recommendations are being made with the understanding that the purpose of this
initiative was to identify recreational opportunities for this region of Northwestern
Alberta. There was no development funding determined or committed to for the
development priorities of this study. There is an intent to consider feasibility studies
should finding be determined.

I. A feasibility study should be initiated to determine the viability of a downhill ski
facility. Downhill skiing dominated all other activities by 25.0% and received
support throughout the communities. The importance in such a study is to
evaluate all aspects of a project viability including, but not limited to, economics,
climate, accessibility, and a site that would provide a family/community
environment. Snowboarding should be included as a secondary activityto such a
venture. It would be expected that a private business or non-profit society would
accept this challenge if viability was proven. It is estimated that $30,000 would
be required to undertake this review by a qualified expert in downhill ski facility
assessment, assuming that the focus would be on a maximum of two sites that are
predetermined at the regional level.

2. Other recreational priorities that have been indicated for both the regional and
local initiatives should be used as a guide when setting a focus for upgrading,
development, orin the promotion of recreation and tourism in the region. All
communities have existing recreational facilities that have been identified for
attention and this should be an individual community priority for repair, upgrade,
or to establish adequate security for safe public use.

3. Throughout the respondent review and personal discussions it was recommended
that each community consider the process that is being used to let their residents
know of community events. It was recommended in the majority of feedback that
one common public process be utilized in each community so residents are aware
of the activities scheduled to occur. This process could be as simple as a bulletin
board or the use of a community television channel to communicate recreation
activities.

4. There is a need in each community for residents to be able to provide recreational
input for their community through a structured process. Communities without a
Recreation Board or similar should ensure the process being utilized is effective,
structured, and workable for their community. There also needs to be a linkage
between the communities and at the rural level, to ensure relative councils are
provided timely and complete information for their level of decision making.
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5. Community and regional decision makers should be made aware of the
stakeholders reasons for travel outside the region to access recreational activities,
particularly since 72% of the respondents indicated they travel outside the region
for that purpose. The reasons provided have been compiled and should be
referred to when discussing priorization of development considerations:

> Downhill skiing
> Snowboarding
> Movie Theatre
> Boating
> Swimming
> Fishing
> Skateboarding
> Dance Class
> Mountain biking
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TOURISM RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The region should continue to encourage regional transportation corridor
development and upgrading, which directly relates to Northwestern Alberta
reaching it’s ultimate tqurism potential.

2. The Northwest Region should consider developing a regional brochure for
tourism. Although various communities have developed excellent brochures and
promotional material, tourism in the region would benefit from a coordinated
regional brochure.

3. There is a somewhat critical need to address the historical preservation and
documentation of the Fort Vermilion area. As one of the older settlements in
Alberta, a major initiative is necessary by the region to interest the provincial and
federal governments to provide funding of the historical sites preservation in this
area.

4. There are opportunities to develop a cultural history of the region relative to the
various ethnic populations that have contributed to the development of this part of
Alberta. This venture could be extended to a linkage with community museums
and historical displays for a coordinated approach to this initiative.

5. There is a need to build on the successes of tourism destination tours for the
region, as has been demonstrated through the High Level and La Crete Chambers
of Commerce and the Fort Vermilion Board of Trade. Promotion of the Cross
Roads and La Crete Museums and the history of the Fort Vermilion Community
have been of interest to tourists. The development of this leadership throughout
the region will encourage further tours to the area, will hold them in the area
longer, and is necessary to develop present tourism potential for the region. In
line with this there is also potential for promotion of Aboriginal Culture in a
number of communities that are accessible to tourists.

6. The region should encourage a further potential for development of business
tourism ventures as identified by respondents of this review and as listed below
but not limited to these initiatives:

> Recreation Campsite Development
> Golf Course Development
> River Boat Tours/Canoe Ventures
> Hunting Lodges
> Fishing Lodges

5



> Eco Tourism
> Destination Point Tours

- Historical
- Cultural
- Agricultural

7. A semi-formal regional representation of all communities in the region linking
and communicating each interests in promoting and developing tourism would
formulate a more strategic direction for iegional tourism. Representatives from
each community should address this coordinated and structured approach. These
representatives should be encouraged to provide independent community input
along with coordinated regional input and recommendations to the various
councils and community leaders. This coordinated approach has the potential to
advance substantial benefits that should be demonstrated in direct long-term
economic returns to the region.
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Introduction

The recreation services available in Northwestern Alberta are deeply valued by residents
of the region. Of particular significance is the value the residents of the region place on
recreational activities for their social lifestyle, self-satisfaction, personal development,
health, and in stress relief. The residents of the region felt strongly that their access to
recreational activities contributq strongly to a higher quality lifestyle. It is a definite
passion to those that live in the region to have access to a diversity of recreational
options.

Visitors from within the region, outside the region, and around the world have visited and
taken advantage of recreational and points of interest within Northwestern Alberta. The
abundance of northern experience such as the historical sites, sports fishing, the
abundance of wildlife and migratory bird game, the 307 lakes, the magnificent untamed
rivers, and the cultural venues of the region continue to trigger the interest of people from
all walks of life. This experience is relatively untapped of its potential for regional
growth.

The overall potential for new recreation and tourism venues are numerous and are to be
identified for development consideration. Alberta Municipal Affairs has approved a
conditional Grant Agreement between the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and the
Municipal District of Mackenzie. The Municipal District of Mackenzie being the
designated managing partner for the regional partnership, (REDI). This partnership
consists of the Municipal District of Mackenzie #23, the Town of High Level, the Town
of Rainbow Lake, and the Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement.

The recreational portion of this mandate is “to review municipal recreational
opportupities and recommend a regional model to manage existing and future recreation
infrastructure based on the needs of residents and tourists. The report will:

• Assist with the identification of existing recreational ventures that contribute to
recreation and tourism in Northwestern Alberta.

• Identify new recreational opportunities that would contribute to recreation and
tourism in Northwestern Alberta based on stakeholder input.

• Consult with a cross section of stakeholders in the communities of La Crete, High
Level, Rainbow Lake, Paddle Prairie, and Fort Vermilion. Aboriginal stakeholder
input will be co-coordinated through the North Peace Tribal Council, Ron
Henriet.

Make recommendations to a regional recreational service model that encourages
necessary linkages for the betterment of the individualcommunities and the region.
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Northwestern Alberta — The Region

The Regional Recreation Review for Northwestern Alberta covers that area which
encompasses the Municipal District of Mackenzie (MD #23) and the Paddle Prairie Metis
Settlement. Municipal District #23 is the largest rural municipality in Alberta covering
12 percent of Alberta’s land mass, or about 50,000 square kilometers. The Paddle Prairie
Metis Settlement covers approximately 1,630 square kilometers and is located some 77
kilometers south of High Level.

The region contains a blend of physical features which is dominated by mixed wood
forest cover within the boreal forest. The region contains numerous lakes that are fed by
rivers flowing from the higher — more elevated landscape. The area is rich in historical
and heritage resources, dating back some 200 years.

The region has a strong a diversified economic base that continues to mature. The area
is recognized for its agriculture, forestry, oil and gas, tourism, and retail economies. The
potential for further development in all sectors continues to be recognized, with the
recreational/tourism sectors containing significant potential for expansion in the future.
As well, there is potential for mineral development in the region with significant diamond
exploration occurring. The region will continue to play a key role in the provincial
economy.

Transportation systems have been paramount to the overall regional economic growth of
the various sectors and transportation will continue to play a key role in future regional
economic expansion needs. The region is served by the provincial highway system, by
the Great Slave Railway and contains paved airports at Rainbow Lake, High Level, and
Fort Vermilion. The Mackenzie Highway #35 provides the paved link to Southern
Alberta and the Northwest Territories. Highway #58 connects Rainbow Lake and Fort
Vermilion, while Highway #88 is a non-paved link to Southern Alberta via the
community of Red Earth.
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Northwestern Alberta — The Region Demographics

The population of 23,413 within the region is based on information from the Town of
High Level, the Town of Rainbow Lake, the Municipal District of Mackenzie, and
Statistics Canada. Information presented includes the communities of Zama, Fort
Vermilion, La Crete, and the rural population of the region.

Town of High Level 4,159 2003
Town of Rainbow Lake 1,186 2002
Municipal District of Mackenzie 9,687 2003
Aboriginal Communities 7,682 2002
Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement 699 2001

23,413

The population growth in this region has been significant. In the period 2001-2002 the
Town of High Level shows a 5.63% growth, the Town of Rainbow Lake a 4.4% growth,
and the Municipal District of Mackenzie a 9.7% growth rate. Considering the past ten
years, the average annual population growth rate for the Mackenzie Region has been just
under 3%. Within the Aboriginal population a growth rate of 7% is indicated by Indian
and Northern Affairs Canada.

Population breakdown for M.D. Hamlets and Rural:
Zama 173 2003
Fort Vermilion 871 2003
La Crete 2,039 2003
Rural 6,604 2003

Age Groups
The Municipal District pf Mackenzie has a very young population with 69% under the
age of 35, and this includes 43.63% under the age of 18. There is only 5.2% over the age
of 65. Relating this to population figures, there are 4,228 residents in the age grouping of
0-17 years of age, 2,460 residents between 18-24 years of age, 2,510 residents 25-64
years of age, and 341 residents over 65 years of age.
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Recreation

“Recreation has so much value in areas of health, self-satisfaction, personal development,
and stress relief. It is necessary for the well rounded, high quality of life”.

The population of Northwestern Alberta desire access to recreational opportunities that
are unique to each community lifestyle. When considering the need for recreation, one
must evaluate each community’s interest on a separate basis. Due to the diversity of each
population, their different work demands, there is a need for different types of
recreational outlets to satisfy their personal and community needs. As well, travel
distances between the regional communities limit the utilization of some aspects of
central recreational facilities. Travel distances become very obvious as a factor as the
Recreation Review process proceeded through the region. Distances between adjacent
communities within the region are:

La Crete to High Level 117 kms
Fort Vermilion to High Level 80 kms
Paddle Prairie to High Level 70 kms
Zama to High Level 148 lots
Rainbow Lake to High Level 137 kms

There is however the individual and overall recognition that a certain level of population
base is required to support and sustain certain major recreational development
expenditures, particular long-term maintenance challenges, within a community. There is
also a very real recognition that recreation programs challenge the individual volunteer
heavily, creating “bum out” at the community level. As a result, there is a definite
recognition to link the region and communities into joint identified major developments
to avoid a deficit type facility that would create short lived and non-sustainable
developments.

In discussion within the region, the following capture a message that arose in discussions
with several administrators and stakeholders, in reference to new recreational venues
being considered.

“They must be sustainable”.
“They must appeal to a wide variety of people - individual, family, visitor”.
“They must be an addition to existing facilities or compliment service”.
“Funding for planning, construction, and maintenance of recreation

developments must be secured prior to proceeding into the venture”
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Tourism

Tourism is not a major contributor to the region’s economy at this time. From discussion
with the local Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trades in the region, the number and
diversity of tourists visiting the area is on a steady increase. The abundance of northern
experiences continue to interest parties from outside the region. Travel Alberta reported
a 26% increase in northern tourism revenues in 2002. As the vast region becomes better
known to the tourists, the desire for such northern experiences are expected to increase as
will the tourism demands for the region. Tourists from Southern Canada and the United
States presently see Northern Canada as a safe area to travel in which is creating
additional interest.

As the transportation system develops in the region, tourism is expected to follow such
developments. As the Northern Highways Strategy (NADC June 2002) becomes a
reality for Northern Alberta, acceleration of tourism ventures can be expected. Of
particular interest to the Mackenzie Region would be the upgrade of Highways 58 and 88,
along with the linkage of the Town of Fort Nelson, British Columbia to Rainbow Lake,
Alberta and of Highway 58 east to Wood Buffalo Park. These initiatives were part of the
Northwest Canada Integrated Road Concept Plan as adopted by the Western Premiers in
1998. There was support for these infrastructure developments during the Regional
Recreation Review from all communities in the region.

There was consistent feedback from most community contacts that tourism is a growth
industry for this region of Northwest Alberta. Again, dependent on future transportation
network completion will determine how quickly this industry grows.

Of significant concern was the need for strengthened communication linkage within the
tourism industry at the regional level. Some of the major successes outlined to date were
due to initiatives undertaken by the High Level Chamber of Commerce, the Fort
Vermilion Board of Trade, and the La Crete Chamber of Commerce. A prime example of
linkages within the tourism sector saw bus and car destination tours into Fort Vermilion,
La Crete, and High Level. This demonstrated the potential for tourism advancement in
the region with all communities promoting the tours and benefiting financially. It would
be important to advance such tours but also to develop the destination points to another
level.

Considerations:
There is a need to focus on a regional promotional approach in developing tourism
material for this region of Northwestern Alberta, supplemented by the excellent
community brochures already in existence or being developed. People checking at the
travel planning stage would applaud understanding how this region also ties into Mile 0
of the Mackenzie Highway and the Northwest Territories. This linkage is somewhat
fragmented at present and tourists arriving into the area do not know about the history of
Fort Vermilion, the culture of La Crete, the traditional knowledge of our First Nations
and Metis People.

12



A second important consideration is how to record and preserve the vast history of Fort
Vermilion. People that live in the community cannot handle such a project alone, they
need funding and resource assistance with timing of the essence. Such assistance has to
come from the Federal and Provincial Governments. Without a strong emphasis, much
historical background will not be available.
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Community and Regional Recreation Communication Linkages

At present each community in the study area administers their individual recreational
programs in a manner that serves their particular need. Recreation boards exist for the
communities of La Crete and Fort Vermilion and operate in a formal manner on behalf of
the recreational interests of each community. In the instance of the Town of High Level,
the Town of Rainbow Lake, and the Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement, the recreational
aspects of the community are under the Town or the Community Administration.
Personnel are assigned recreational responsibility for these community recreation
programs. Zama has a recreation contact for the community that meets their needs at this
time. In each instance the success of each community in recreation advancement is
directly related to the individual members serving their community.

In all instances the respective council determines the recreation budget and assigns
responsibilities to administer the program. Council representatives sit on assigned
organizations within their community or region to provide necessarS’ linkage with their
community representatives.

Administration personnel within the various recreation departments link in with their
regional counterparts to schedule events and address other matters that relate to the
particular facility or program.

It became abundantly clear during interviews for this Recreation Review that as regional
discussions occur, which include more than one program, changes to budgetary levels, or
include budgetary implications that council representatives would be required at such
discussions.

Throughout all community discussions independency of individual communities in
recreational activities were important to preserve. Each community has their own
interests and needs for recreation that are driven by those that live in each community. In
saying that, all communities can see a linkage with other communities as a reality and
benefit to advance some activities. A benefit worthy of profiling was the extremely good
success in snowmobile trail development by individual communities and the potential
benefits of trail linlcages in the future. On the other hand, there is a reality that was
outlined in a number of instances, where some larger projects are only feasible at a
regional level since they are dependent on population figures to ensure project success -

such as an approved Canadian Water Skiing course.
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Methodology

An independent contractor was commissioned to “review municipal recreational
opportunities and recommend a regional model to manage existing and future recreation
infrastructure based on the needs of residents and tourists”. The survey covers an area
consisting of the Mackenzie Municipal District #23 and the Paddle Prairie Metis
Settlement, including the communities of Rainbow Lake, High Level, Fort Vermilion, La
Crete, and Paddle Prairie. The North Peace Tribal Council was also to be consulted for
First Nation input. Key contacts were also made in Zatna.

In reviewing the demographics of the area it was felt necessary to address “youth
opinion” - 44.63% of MD #23 population were 18 years of age or younger. (MD#23
2003 Census)
Educators were contacted in the various communities to assist in student input from the
higher school grades. As well, a cross section of each community was targeted along
with local government at both the elected and administrative level.

The contact list was made from:
• Assistance from the Town of Rainbow Lake, the Town of High Level and

Chamber of Commerce, the Fort Vermilion Board of Trade, the La Crete
Chamber of Commerce, the Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement Economic
Development Officer, and the North Peace Tribal Council Executive Director.

• A list of businesses in the region.
• Making Connections 2002—2003.
• A prior listing of key community representatives throughout the region.

The review consisted of a completed survey questionnaire, telephone interviews, and one
on one interviews with key contacts throughout the region.

Results were compiled based on survey results, observations made, and informal
discussions with respondents. Results were tallied based on the individual community
then amalgamated as to key regional findings. Recommendations were determined from
combining of questionnaire data, one on one discussions, and from telephone interviews.

All data has been included in the report so there is a complete tally of information
gathered. It is to be noted that in listing of regional priorities only those with a strong
community support are shown, and not those with very low community support from
recorded data.
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REGIONAL OVERVIEW SURVEY RESULTS

The survey was set up to determine by community, by the general public, and by youth
the overall recreational needs and opportunities within this northwest region of Alberta.
The questionnaire was left fairly open to encourage self-thought and personal opinions
relative to the needs in each community and the region.

Overall responses were quite complimentary between the general public and the youth.
The overall priorities that rose to the top should be reviewed for opportunities and relate
directly to activities that most respondents saw a need for at the level indicated.

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?

Regional Level:
> Swimming
> Hockey
> Camping
> Snowmobiling
> Golf
> Volleyball
> Walking
> Downhill Skiing
> Snowboarding
> Hunting

The items of highest interest are in the most part influenced by the availability of existing
activities and present day recreation available in each community in the region.

Community Level:
In the following summary at the community level, only those activities with ratings of
more than 2% support by respondents have been listed below. The remainder of the
activities with respondents support of less than 2% can be located in the individual
community summaries included in this report.

Fort Vermilion - Public Top 6 of 18 activities indicated:
> Swimming
> Walking
> Hockey
> Camping
> Fishing
> Biking
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Fort VermiJion - Students Top 6 of2l activities indicated:
> Volleyball
> Hockey
> Snowmobiling
> Basketball
> Biking
> Skateboarding

High Level - Public Top 7 of 32 activities indicated:
~ Camping
> Hockey
> Golf
> Snownwbiling
> Downhill Skiing
> Curling
> Hockey

High Level - Students Top 9 of 31 activities indicated:
> Hockey
> Movie Theatre
> Downhill Skiing
> Camping
> Volleyball
> Basketball
> Skateboarding
> Swimming
> Snowmobiling

La Crete - Public Top 5 of 37 activities indicated:
> Swimming
> Downhill Skiing
) Hockey
> Walking
> Skating

La Crete - Student Top S of 30 activities indicated:
> Swimming
> Volleyball
> Camping
> Hunting
> Snowboarding
> Hockey

• > Snowmobiling •

> Fitness
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Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement Top 5 activities of 5 indicated:
> Hockey
> Baseball
> Swimming
> Golf
> Boating

Rainbow Lake Top 7 activities of 17 indicated:
> Swimming
> Skating
> Walking
> Golfing
> Hunting
> Camping
> Cross Country Skiing

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Regional Level:
Good to Very Good 47.0%
Poor 53.0%

Comment:
Although this regional overview cannot address all the community respondent concerns,
there were some common items that arose which indicate the general feelings of youth
with present recreation activities.

> Require more recreation activities for youth.
> There is a need to provide more opportunity for non-competitive sports and

recreation activities versus team sports for a select few.
> Require more recreational activities for females.
> There should be more communications of community and regional events.

Community Level:
Fort Vermilion - Public Good 60.0% Poor 40.0%
Fort Vermilion - Students Good 22.0% Poor 78.0%
High Level - Public Good 65.0% Poor 35.0%
High Level - Students Good 45.0% Poor 55.0%
La Crete - Public Good 63.0% Poor 37.0%
La Crete - Students Good 39.0% Poor 61.0%
Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement Good 0% Poor 100%
Rainbow Lake Good 60.0% Poor 40.0%
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Comments:
The overall rating for the general public is quite consistent throughout the region at a
rating of 60.0% good and 40.0% poor. In all instances, youth rate the recreation activity
at a lower level of 22% - 45% for a good rating, and 55% - 78% at the poor rating level.
This low rating by youth is in all probability the result of a number of youth deficiencies
they feel exist and should be of concern to the individual communities.

During stakeholder feedback, particularly at the youth level and somewhat by public
opinion there is a need to ask the youth what they wish to see in their communities. It is
important therefore that each community ensure that communication is riot only available
to the general public but also for the youth of the area, as the various council and
administration determine their respective future direction in recreation development.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available loèally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 72.0% No 28.0%

Comments:
> In responses from all stakeholders there were two key areas identified that travel

outside of the region for recreational reasons occurred. People travelled outside
for team sports and camping, which is expected and would be encouraged by
most. The other aspect outlined the lack of available recreation activities as the
main purpose for travel outside the region. Those individual activities of key
interest should be evaluated in overall priorization of future planned recreation
developments. These are outlined by priority as indicated by respondents:

Downhill Skiing Fishing
Snowboarding Skateboarding
Movie Theatre Dance Classes
Boating Mountain Biking
Swimming

Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that your would wish
considered for:

The local area:
These results are tabulated from all the communities. For specific respondent results in
each community one must review the particular community of interest for priorities
determined.

This summary is provided with local priorities amalgamated based on integration to the
regional level, and is for interest only. This listing will be of use by those reviewing both
community and regional needs. Distance of travel becomes an issue in several of these
activities and most communities express the ultimate desire quite strongly to have the
facilities close or within their own community..
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Priorization:
Indoor Swimming Pool 35.5% Youth Centre 6.0%
Skateboard Park 19.0% Movie Theatre 5.0%
Downhill Skiing 16.0% Biking Trails 3.0%
Fitness Centre 12.0% Moto Cross Park 3.0%

Note: Only those activities with strong support have been indicated. The remainder of
the activities received less than 2.0% support rating and were not listed in this
summary but can be found on the individual community level summaries.

The region:
The following results were tabulated from all respondents within the individual
communities. Within the northwest region of Alberta, downhill skiing rose to the highest
rating that respondents have identified as the single activity of most interest of the 318
respondents. This rating is much highcr, some 34.0% higher than any other activity.

Priorization:
Downhill Skiing 47.0% Snowboarding 7.5%
Movie Theatre 13.0% Swimming Pool 7.0%
ATV Trails 10.0% Walking Trails 7.0%
Moto Cross Park 8.5%

Note: Only those activities with strong support have been indicated. The remainder of
the activities received less than 1.0% support respondent rating and are not listed but can
be found with individual community ratings.

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Community 40.0%
> Family 32.0%
> Individual 23.0%
> Region 5.0%

Comments:
Individual communities are very concerned about the availability of recreation activities
in their everyday lifestyle. Stakeholders wish access to facilities at the community level
firstly, but quite strongly for family and individual benefits. The regional level has
obtained a very low rating as most residents want ready access to their preferred
recreation activities.

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Fitness 26.0%

Social 24.0%
Solely Recreation 19.0%
Health 18.0%
Personal Development 13.0%
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Comments:
Respondents to this question at the youth and adult level indicated their first two prime
reasons for their recommended activity was for fitness and social benefits. In the case of
the adult population health was the next higher in importance where solely recreation was
determined by the youth population, with personal development a last priority to both
groups. This analogy is as expected with the adult population more concerned with their
health over a recreational activity as chosen by youth:

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiative?
Downhill Skiing 36.0% Moto Cross Park 4.0%
Snowboarding 11.0% River Boat Tours 4.0%
Skateboard Park 9.0% Snowmobile Trail System 4.0%
ATV Trail System 9.0% Hunting Lodge Development 1.0%
Recreation Campsites 5.0% Fishing Lodge Development 1.0%
Horse Trail Rides 5.0% Eco Tourism 1.0%
Movie Theatre 5.0% Marina 1.0%
Water Skiing 4.0%

Comments:
As respondents provided input into the overall priorities for the development of regional
recreation initiative, some locally focused activities were included in both the local and
regional level priorities. The local ones are being referred directly to local or
community level priorities, with distance people are willing to travel to access such
facilities along with overall community independency as the prime reasons for this
alignment.

Indoor Swimming Pool
Walking Trails
Gun Range
Fitness Centre
Golf Course

a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 44.0%
31—80km 24.0%
81+km 32.0%

Overall respondent feedback is that the closer activities can occur to each community, the
better with several communities expressing the need to have recreational activities
located within their particular community. In reality, some regional type recreational
activities may require further driving than preferred, with the key in providing a balance
through good planning and regional considerations.
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b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
Respondents to this question dealt directly with the particular recreational activity they
were interested in. Responses were realistic and expectations are that the necessities of a
particular development should exist, such as safety, food outlets, warming facilities,
restrooms, equipment rentals etc. in a quality and well maintained maimer.

Comments:
> Rest areas as appropriate to facility.
> Restrooms
> First aid where mandatory.
> Food outlets/concession where a concentrated activity exists.
> Safe, quality, well run facilities.
> Telephones are required in permanent facilities.
> Equipment rental where demand exists.
> Access to warm up facilities for winter activities.
> Campsites - with potable water and electricity in larger well used facilities.
> Billboard to inform people of activities — specific to regional and community

activities.

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 32.0%

Comments:
> Considering our community and surroundings, the programs are pretty good.
> More options are required in recreation.
> Most activities are well organized.
> I believe there is something for every age group.
> A major influx of tourists has not proved to be a good influence on youth in

Canmore or Jasper.

There is a certain percentage of the region that wish to ttilize their own innovation and
natural surroundings to develop their activities around. Overall however, the majority
have a desire to see more diverse recreation activities that they can readily access through
structured programs.

No 68.0%

Comments:
> More information should be advertised on community and rcgional activities.
> Require more community involvement and recreation.
> Require more planned activities in recreation for youth.
> Travel distances are too far at present for many recreation activities.
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> We need a comprehensive program to provide a proper variety of activities.
> Require more consistency of recreation boards.
> Require more emphasis put on youth and family recreation needs.
> Ask the younger generation what the community needs are.
> Is it not possible to see where the population is~ growing and recreation is needed.
> There needs to be a variety of recreation that caters to various individuals, not just

certain sports (i.e. organized versus fun activities).
> Commercial recreation opportunities should be encouraged.
> Require promotion of Aboriginal culture.

Recreation Activities:
There is a high number (68%) of the respondents that are not satisfied with existing
recreational activities in the region. With a rapidly expanding population there are
shortages of activities that can be expected, but the younger generation (youth) have been
more critical than the general adult population relative to satisfaction levels. It will be
important for individual communities to liaise with their youth to address some of the
more adaptable needs. Should developments proceed at the regional level, again the
general populace must be listened to however the youth response must be received and
evaluated prior to final decisions being made.

Tourism Activities:
There is an overall desire within the economic and promotional level of the communities
to encourage tourism to consider the region for destination travel. There are some
destination points that exist in the region and the opportunities will develop over time.
Comments were also received by respondents that a balance is required and that major
tourism development is not all good for the youth. A balance is a consideration for those
promoting the region to assess as opportunities are developed.

General Comments that Represent Several Respondents Input:
> There is lack of cooperation between organizations and between communities.
> Require more tourism coordination.
> Require an entrepreneur mind to come up with new ventures.
> Require more private development.
> Recreation is too community driven, should look at the broader aspect.
~ Require a regional development team for recreation.
> There is an urgent need to preserve the historic values in the Fort Vermi1iox~ area.
> Each community is unique and compliments the surrounding area. The

infrastructure is here. Partnerships and long term planning and working together
with the local and provincial government to develop the area potential is required.

> Local government needs to work together to manage and promote recreation and
tourism in the region, sharing the financial and management aspects of the
regional initiatives.
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APPENDIX

Community Survey Results
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

Fort Vermilion - Public

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Swimming 18.5% Fitness 4.0%
Walking 15.0% Dancing 4.0%
Hockey 11.0% Boating 4.0%
Camping 7.0% ATV Trails 4.0%
Fishing 7.0% Snowmobile Riding 4.0%
Bike Riding 7.0% Family Picnics 4.0%
Curling 4.0% Public Library 4.0%
Soccer 4.0% Site Seeing 4.0%
Snowboarding 4.0% Playgrounds 4.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 60.0% Poor 40.0%

Comments:
> Require more variety.
> Recreation is available and well used.
> Considering today’s standards, require more locally.
> Limited access, not used to capacity.
> Very affordable and accessible.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 88.0%

No 12.0%

> If there were additional recreation activities available locally, family health would
benefit.
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Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Swimming Pool 64.0% Camp Sites 6.0%
Tennis Courts 6.0% Skateboard Park 6.0%
Bowling Alley 6.0% Water Skiing 6.0%
Downhill Skiing 6.0%

The region:
Downhill Skiing 72.0% Moto Cross Track 14.0%
Multiplex Centre 14,0%

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Community 56.0%
> Family 33.0%
> Individual •l 1.0%

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Social 37.5%
> Fitness 25.0%
> Solely Recreation 25.0%
> Personal Development 12.5%

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Indoor Swimming Pool 10.0% Horse Trail Rides 3.0%
Downhill Skiing 10.0% Big Game Outfitting 3.0%
Walking Trails 5.0% Bird Watching 1.0%
River Boat Tours 5.0% Bed & Breakfast 1.0%
Snowmobile Trails 5.0% Gun Range 1.0%
Fishing Lodges 5.0% Cross Country Skiing 1.0%
Eco Tourism 5.0% Golf Course 1.0%
Marina 5.0% Baseball Diamonds 1.0%
Horse/Endurance Rides 5.0% Skateboard Park 1.0%
Sports Fishing 3.0% Fitness Centre 1.0%
Hunting Lodges 3.0% Soccer Field 1.0%
Farm Vacations 3.0% Triplex Centre 1.0%
ATV Trails 3.0%
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a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 25.0%
31—80km 62.5%
8l+km 12.5%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
a. Basic needs of facility.

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 43.0%

Comments:
> Require more tourism coordination.
> The select few that volunteer are burning out and require help.
> Require an entrepreneur mind to come up with new ventures.
> Recreation is too community driven, should look at broader aspects.

No 57.0%

Comments:
> Require more tourism promotion in the region.
> Require more private development.
> Require more progralp opportunities for families to access.
> Require more community communication, an events billboard.
> Require a regional development team.

Other:
> There is an immediate need to receive federal or provincial government support to

document and restore the historic values in the Fort Vermilion area, before this
historic culture is lost.

> Require serious consideration for the paving of Highway 88, which will provide
support for tourism development in the region.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

Fort Vermilion - Students

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Volleyball 26.0% Horseback Riding 2.0%
Hockey 15.0% Badminton 2.0%
Snowmobiling 13.0% Hunting 2.0%
Basketball 7.0% Soccer 2.0%
Biking 6.0% Floor Hockey 2.0%
Skateboarding 4.0% Baseball 2.0%
Swimming 3.0% Gun Range 2.0%
Dirt Biking 3.0% 4 H 2.0%
ATV Riding 3.0% Archery 2.0%
Snowboarding 2.0% Fitness Centre 2.0%
Roller Blading 2.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 22.0% Poor 78.0%

Comments:
~ Need somewhere for youth to meet in Fort Vermilion.

NOTE: There were 47 students that did not provide an opinion.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Students not asked this question.
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Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Indoor Swimming Pool 25.0% Climbing Wall 1.0%
Skateboard Park 21.0% Paint Ball 1.0%
Youth Centre 11.0% Horse Riding Stables 1.0%
Fitness Centre 6.0% Water Skiing 1.0%
Bike Trails 5.0% Hockey 1.0%
Moto Cross 5.0% Movie Theatre .5%
Snowmobile Trails 4.0% ATV Trails .5%
Snowboarding 3.0% Bowling Alley .5%
Volleyball Courts 2.0% Multiplex Centre .5%
Downhill Skiing 2.0% Women’s Hockey League .5%
Basketball Court 2.0% Second Gymnasium .5%
Roller Blading Indoor 1.5% A& W .5%
Walking Trails 1.5%
Open Air Skating Rink 1.5%

The region:
Downhill Skiing 22.0% Water Park 2.0%
ATV Trails 10.0% Horse Riding Trails 2.0%
Movie Theatre 10.0% Paint Ball 2.0%
Snowboarding 7.0% Public Gymnasium 2.0%
Moto Cross Park 7.0% Football Field 2.0%
Walking Trails 5.0% Bike Trails 2.0%
Gun Range 5.0% Cross County Ski Trails 2.0%
Swimming Pool 5.0% Basketball Courts 1.0%.
Zoo 5.0% Badminton Courts 1,0%
Skateboard Park 2.0% Youth Centre 1.0%
Snowmobile Trails 2.0%

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Questions wasn’t asked of the students.

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Question wasn’t asked of the students.
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What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?

Downhill Skiing 22.0% Water Park 2.0%
ATV Trails 10.0% Horse Riding Trails 2.0%
Movie Theatre 10.0% Paint Ball 2.0%
Snowboarding 7.0% Public Gymnasium 2.0%
Moto Cross Park 7.0% Football Field 2.0%
Walking Trails 5.0% Bike Trails 2.0%
Gun Range 5.0% Cross County Ski Trails 2.0%
Swimming Pool 5.0% Basketball Courts 1.0%
Zoo 5.0% Badminton Courts 1.0%
Skateboard Park 2.0% Youth Centre 1.0%
Snowmobile Trails 2.0%

a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
> Question not asked of the students.

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Question not asked of the students.

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

> Question not asked of the students.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

High Level - Public

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Camping 14.0% Skating 2.0%
Hockey 8.0% Walking Trails 2.0%
Golf 7.0% Weight Lifting 1.0%
Snowmobiling 6.0% Hunting 1.0%
Fishing 5.0% Trapping 1.0%
Downhill Skiing 5.0% Movie Theatre 1.0%
Curling 5.0% Photography 1.0%
Hiking 5.0% Volleyball 1.0%
ATV Trails 4.0% Soccer 1.0%
Cross Country Skiing 4.0% Basketball 1.0%
Swimming 4.0% Horse Riding Stables 1.0%
Boating 4.0% Bowling Alley 1.0%
Baseball/Softball 4.0% Eco Tourism 1.0%
Biking 4.0% Museum 1.0%
Canoeing 4.0% Reading 1.0%
Gardening 2.0% Drop In Rec. Sports 1.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 65% Poor 35%

Comments:
> Require new arena.
> Currently not enough recreation facilities available in High Level.
~> Not enough opportunity for non-competitive sports.
~ Require a community hail for family use.
> Suggest a bike trail for the Hutch Lake area.
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Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 50% No 50%

Reason for travel outside is for:
> Downhill Skiing
> Cross Country Skiing
> Camping
> Boating

Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Downhill Skiing 21.0% Bowling Alley
Walking Trails 14.0% (without alcohol) 7.0%
Skateboard Park 10.0% Biking Trails 7.0%
Movie Theatre 10.0% Snowboarding 3.0%
New Multi Purpose Canoe Club 3.0%
Recreation Complex 10.0% Racquetball Club 3.0%
Community Centre Cross Country Ski Trails 3.0%
(Gymnastics, hall) 8.0%

The region:
Downhill Skiing 43.0% Skateboard Park 7.0%
Snowmobile Trails 14.0% New Arena Complex 7.0%
Fish Stocking Program 14.0% ATV Trails 7.0%
Lawn Bowling 7.0%

Comments:
> 45% of the total respondents did not respond to regional needs, which was

confirmed in discussions with a number of High Level residents. Many are
apprehensive of new regional facility needs before the community is able to
develop required facilities in the town.

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Family 34.0%
> Community 31.0%
> Region 19.0%
> Individual 16.0%
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What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Health 24.0%
> Social 24.0%
> Fitness 22.0%
> Solely Recreation 17.0%
)~ Personal Development 13.0%

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Downhill Skiing 8.0% Oil & Gas Facility Tours 4.0%
Recreation Campsites 7.0% Farm Vacations 3.0%
Skateboard Park 7.0% Community Hall with
Horse Trail Rides 7.0% Recreation Facilities 3.0%
Walking Trails 7.0% Eco Tours 3.0%
Baseball Diamonds 5.5% Fish Stocking Ponds 3.0%
River Boat Tours 5.5% ATV Trails 3.0%
New Arena Complex 5.5% Moto Cross Park 3.0%
Swimming Pool 4.0% Multi-purpose Trail Network 1.0%
Cross Country Skiing 4.0% Lake Swimming 1.0%
Snowmobile Trails 4.0% Marina 1.0%
5nowboarding 4.0% Big Game Outfitting 1.0%
Golf Course 4.0% Bird Game Outfitting 1.0%

Camping Sites 1.0%

a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 25.0%
31—80km 44.0%
81+km 31.0%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Basic warming facilities for winter activities
> Rest areas
> Rest rooms
> Affordable amenities

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 40.0%
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Comments:
> Individuals should be able to make more of their own recreation opportunities and

make the effort to explore non-conventional approaches. Those that need
everything developed for them may never fulfill their needs.

No 60.0%

Comments:
> It would be nice to see a brochure where all events are shown in one location.
> Commercial recreation opportunities should be encouraged.
> Increased communication is required.
> Awareness of available activities should be promoted to public more.
> Partnerships are required for recreation facility development in the region.
> More cooperation between local governments is necessary.
> Tourism needs a champion organization with the ability and resources to do the

legwork and find the means to get identified things done. Part time efforts and
piece meal approaches bring piece meal results.

> Each community depends on a few individuals to provide the majority of work for
recreation opportunities.

> Lack of government funding and bureaucratic red tape frustrates volunteers.
> High cost of liability insurance impedes recreational growth.
> Totally disapprove of a skateboard park, as current facility in High Level is a

disgraceful mess with the need to have user groups show more respect.

Other:
> All communities would like to be able to offer everything, but realistically you

can only offer what you can get volunteers for.
> Instead of creating “new recreation” lets try to take care of the ones we have.
~ Anything that benefits the community will benefit the kids, but whether the choice

to be active in it or not is up to the individual - but we all pay the price.
> Each community is unique and compliments the surrounding areas. The

infrastructure is here. Partnerships, long term planning, and working together
with the local and provincial government to develop the area potential is required.

> Local government needs to work together to manage and promote recreation and
tourism in the region, sharing the financial and management aspects. A

• committee representing the region interests would suit the purpose. Suggest a
survey to find a more effective mechanism to manage and promote these aspects
is necessary.

> High Level requires a new arena, ice time is difficult to obtain.
> Curling seems to be a dying sport, suggest a reduced rate for youthistudents.
> Many people contribute theft volunteer time to recreation programs and should be

recognized.
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> Strong public support for walking trails near the High Level community, but little
support from the Town. Require a green zone around the community to provide
recreational trail security.

Note:
North Peace Tribal Council data from two respondents is incorporated into High Level
summary data.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

High Level Students

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Hockey 12.0% Boating 2.0%
Theatre 11.0% Horseback Riding 2.0%
Downhill Skiing 7.0% Walking 2.0%
Camping 6.0% Skating 2.0%
Volleyball 5.0% Auto Shows 2.0%
Basketball 5.0% ATV 2.0%
Skateboarding 5.0% Football 2.0%
Swimming 5.0% Golf 1.0%
Snowmobiling 5.0% Performing Arts 1.0%
Soccer 3.0% Break Dancing 1.0%
Wrestling 3.0% Rollerblading 1.0%
Baseball 3.0% Fitness 1.0%
Fishing 3.0% Boxing 1.0%
Snowboarding 3.0% Hiking 1.0%
Biking 3.0% Water Skiing 1.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 55.0% Poor 45.0%

Comments:
> It is very expensive to play sports in High Level, especially when combined with

necessary travel.
> Require more recreational activities in small communities for youth.
> Require more recreational variety, recreation is not a high priority in our town.
> Require more community involvement.
> Require better advertisement of recreation activity in the town.
> Recreation opportunities are more focused on athletes than for those that just want

to have ffin.
> Hockey scheduling is difficult.
> Require more rodeo related activities.
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Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 59.0%

> For downhill skiing, snowboarding, skateboarding, theatre, mountain biking.

No 41.0%

Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Skateboard Park 32.0% New Arena complex 2.5%
Theatre 24.5% Mountain Bike Trails 2.5%
Downhill Skiing 19.5% Dance Classes 2.5%
Football 7.0% Horse Riding Stable 2.5%
Boxing 7.0% Basketball Courts 2.5%
Lacrosse 5.0% Baseball Diamonds 2.5%
Outdoor Rink 5.0% Indoor Swimming Pool 2.5%
Diving Team 2.5% 5nowboarding 2.5%
Arcade 2.5% Walking Trails 2.5%
Paint Ball 2.5% Bowling Alley
Youth Facility 2.5 (without liquor) 2.5%

The region:
Downhill Skiing 27.0% Boxing 4.0%
Football League 19.0% Boating 4.0%
Movie Theatre 15.0% Basketball 4.0%
Skateboard Park 8.0% Go Cart Track 4.0%
Lacrosse 8.0% Amusement Park 4.0%
Mountain Bike Trails 4.0%

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Individual 38.0%
> CommunitY 33.0%
> Family 27.0%
> Region 2.0%
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What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Social 29.0%
> Solely Recreation 23.5%
> Fitness 21.0%
> Health 13.5%
> Personal Development 13.5%

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Downhill Skiing 23.0% Gun Range 3.0%
Skateboard Park 11.0% Recreation Sites 3.0%
Snowboarding 8.0% Big Game Outfitting 3.0%
Water Skiing 4.0% New Recreation Complex 2.0%
Swimming Pool 4.0% Walking Trails 2.0%
Snowmobile Trails 3.5% Bird Game Outfitting 2.0%
ATV Trails 3.5% Moto Cross Park 2.0%
Baseball Diamonds 3.5% Marina 2.0%
Fishing Lodges 3.5% Destination Tours 2.0%
Sports Fishing . 3.5% New Outdoor Arena 1.0%
Hunting Lodges 3.5% Movie Theatre 1.0%
Golf Course 3.0% River Boat Tours 1.0%
Horse Riding Stable 3.0% Bed and Breakfast 1.0%

a. what distance would you bc willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 12.0%
31-80km 44.0%
81+ km 44.0%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Restrooms
> Telephones
> Concession as required of activity
> Good safe, quality, and well run facility

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 19.0%

Comments:
> Considering our community and surroundings, the programs are pretty good.
> More options are required in recreation, but there is always something to do.
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No 81.0%

Comments:
> Require more community involvement in recreation.
> Require more information published on events in the community.
> We need to improve the existing recreation facilities.
> Require more attention from the town for recreation.
> A recreation committee should be set up for High Level.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

La Crete - Public

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Swimming 14% Bowling 1.5%
Downhill Skiing 9% Arena Complex Activities 1.5%
Hockey 6.5% Basketball 1.5%
Walking 6% Curling 1.5%
Skating 6% Hunting 1.5%
Skateboarding 4.5% Recreation Sites 1.5%
Camping 4% Music 1.5%
Baseball/Softball 3.5% Boating 1%
Fishing 3.5% Hiking 1%
Biking 3.5% Sledding 1%
Fitness 3% Aerobics 1%
Rollerblading 3% Racquetball 1%
ATV Trails 3% Figure Skating .5%
Snowboarding 3% Outdoor Ice Rink .5%
Snowmobiling 2.5% Cross Country Skiing .5%
Volleyball 2.5% Dancing .5%
Weight Lifting 2% BMX Track .5%
Golf 2% Wakeboarding .5%
Jogging/Running 1.5%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 63% Poor 37%

General Comments:
> Definitely not enough facilities (particularly for youth and families).
> The recreation of La Crete is below the par for a community of this population.
> I like it but need expansion of facilities.
> Very little for females, great entertainment available for males.
> The ice rink could be more accessible to users.
> Better walking trails and parks for children are needed.
> It is getting really good, Buffalo Head Prairie ice rink and bill behind the MD are

great.
> The arena is very good.
> It would be wonderful to have a central facility - inside track, swimming pool,

and courts for basketball and other activities.
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> The things we have now are easily accessible.
> We need to concentrate on facilities that encourage physical development.
> Itisajoke!
> The existing recreation activities are great for people who can skate or play

hockey, but not for others.
> People need a variety other than school gyms and odd free skate.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 84%
> For swimming and downhill skiing primarily (42 respondents)
> For fitness facilities, snowmobiling, hockey, ball tournaments, hot tubs,

snowboarding, campsites, fishing, skateboarding, golf, dance class.

No 16%

Js there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Swimming Pool 38% Snowboarding 2%
Downhill Skiing 18% Hiking Trails 1%
Fitness Centre Curling Rink in Bluehills 1%
(md. Weight lifting) 15% Baseball League 1%
Skateboard Park 8% Cross Country Running 1%
Golf 6% Cross Country Skiing 1%.
Field House (mci. courts, Racquetball Courts 1%
tracks, weight room) 3% Community Hall
Walking Trails extended 2% (family flmctions)
Roller blade Area 2% Lake Beach
Recreation Campsites 2% (Tournageau Lake) 1%
Baseball/Softball Diamonds 2% Tourist Booth 1%

Community Sidewalks 1%

The region:
Downhill Skiing Facility 52% Campsites 3.5%
Swimming Pool 7% Fitness Centre 3.5%
Increased Walking Trails 7% Local Recreation Park
Field House (enclosed tracks) (community) 3.5%
Go Cart Track 3.5% Theatre 3.5%
Mini Golf 3.5% Skateboard Park 3.5%
Marina/Dock on River 3.5% Tourism Destination Points 3.5%
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Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Community 40%
> Family 35%
> Individual 18%
> Region 7%

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Fitness 29%
> Health 23%
> Social 20%
> Personal Development 15%
> Solely Recreation 13%

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Swimming Pool 18% Horse Riding Trails 2%
Downhill Skiing 16% Gun Range 2%
Walking Trails 8% Fishing Lodges 1%
Golf Course 7% River Boat Tours 1%
Skateboard Park 7% ATV Trails 1%
Snowboarding 5% Marina 1%
Campsites/Related Facilities 5% Bed & Breakfast 1%
Fitness Centre 4% Farm Vacation 1%
Snowmobile Trails 4% Hosting Tourism Events 1%
Arena Complex 3% Roller blade Park 1%
Big Game Outfitting 3% Cross Country Ski Trails 1%
Baseball Diamonds 3% Community Hall (family) 1%
Additional Running Trails 2% Moto Cross Park 1%
Bird Game Outfitting 2% Water Skiing 1%

a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30 km 61%
31—80km 11%
81+km 28%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
) Washrooms
> Concession or food outlets
) Equipment rentals as required
> Rest or social areas with shelters if out a far distance
> Bed and breakfast facilities where applicable
> Lodge — if warranted
> First aid as warranted
> To be informed of regional and local activities that are planned
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Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 50%

No 50%

Comments;
> Ask the younger generation what the community needs.
> We need a more comprehensive program to provide a proper variety of sports

and activities.
> Require more information and promotion of existing facilities and new

opportunities.
> Require more consistency of recreation boards.
> Possibly have more recreation committee diversity (women on committee) to

bring in some different perspectives.
> Opportunities for young children are available and seem to be promoted.
> I am encouraged to see the progress on the walking trails.
> Require more people involved in the community.
> There needs to be a variety of recreation that caters to various individuals, not

just certain sports i.e. hockey vs public skating and recreation.
> Isn’t it possible to see where the population is growing.
> I am not familiar with what is needed.
> Require more emphasis put on youth and family recreation needs.
> Require more tourism venues and more tourism promotion.
> I believe there is something for every age group.
> Lack of cooperation between both organizations and communities.
> Insufficient time and money spent on recreation.
> I believe the Recreation Board does all they can with the.resources they have,

more funding is needed to support the required diversification in sports.
> La Crete’s brochure is excellent. Events are advertised on the radio station and

word of mouth.
> A recreation director would help tremendously so the time required for

recreation is devoted to the program.

Other:
> Require a bridge at Tompkins Landing.
> Require Highway 88 paved.
> Require signage to promote La Crete.
> Require more Government and MD #23 suuport.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

La Crete — Students

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Swimming 19% Soccer 2.0%
Volleyball 9% Water Skiing .5%
Camping 8% Theatre .5%
Hunting 8% Golf .5%
Fitness 6% Additional Sports
Snowmobiling 6% Complex .5%
Hockey 6% Trail Riding .5%
Snowboarding 6% Sledding .5%
Basketball 4% Skateboard Park .5%
Fishing 4% Skating .5%
Horse Riding 4% Bike Riding Park .5%
Walking Trails 3% Figure Skating .5%
Downhill Skiing 3% Baseball .5%
ATV Trails 2% Marina .5%
Badminton Courts 2% Gun Range .5%

Karate .5%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 39% Poor 61%

General Comments:
> Need upgrades in community.
> Require recreation activities for teenage girls to do.
> Require more advertisement of activities and more activities are required.
> Recreation needs help, nothing interesting.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 78%

Travel outside of community and region to swim and for camping.

No 22%
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Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Swimming Pool 45% Bigger Sports Complex 1%
Downhill Skiing 17% Trail Rides 1%
Fitness Centre 13% Gun Range 1%
Skateboard Park 4.5% Soccer Team 1%
5nowboarding 4.5% Horse Riding Trails 1%
volleyball 2% Badminton 1%.
Moto Cross Park 2% Arcade 1%
ATV Trails 1% Snowmobile Trails 1%
Hunting 1%

Would like to see a fitness centre that is open before school and after school in the
evenings for gymnastics, karate, weight lifting, and martial arts.

The region:
Downhill Skiing 24% Sports Fishing 3%
5nowboarding 11% Football League 3%
Camping Sites 11% Baseball 3%
Swimming Pool 7% Gun Range 3%
Fitness 7% ATV Trails 3%
Marina 7% Soccer Team 3%
Snowmobile Trails 3% Water Park 3%
Wall Climbing 3% Amusement Park 3%
Cross Country Skiing 3%

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Community 45.0%
> Individual 27.5%
> Family 25.0%
> Region 2.5%

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
> Fitness 26.0%
> Social 25.0%
> Solely Recreation 18.0%
> Health 12.0%
> Personal Development 11.0%
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What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Swimming Pool 19.0% Eco Tourism 2.0%
Downhill Skiing 10.0% Moto Cross Park 2.0%
Fitness Centre 7.0% Farm Vacations 2.0%
Horse Riding Trails 7.0% Destination Point Tour 2.0%
ATV Trails 6.0% Movie Theatre 0.5%
Water Skiing 6.0% Fishing Lodge 0.5%
Snowboarding 6.0% Golf Course 0.5%
Gun Range 6.0% Sport Fishing 0.5%
Campsites 5.0% Sports Complex 0.5%
River Boat Tours 4.0% Walking Trails 0.5%
Hunting Lodge 4.0% Cross Country Skiing 0.5%
Snowmobile Trails 4.0% Bowling Alley 0.5%
Skateboard Park 2.0%

a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 51%
31—80km 23%
81+km 26%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Restrooms
> Concession — food outlet
> Warm up facilities if winter activity
> Equipment rental
> Transportation
> Spa
> Sauna
> Accommodation in distant sites

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 26.5%

Comments:
> Because the people who work there are nice to people and give me a good

impression.
> Most activities are well organized
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No 73.5%

Comments:
> Better facilities are required and there should be more planned recreation for

youth.
> Some travel too far for recreation at present.
> Require more variety, cleaner facilities.
> Need more people to support recreation activities.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Hockey 30.0% Golf 10.0%
Baseball 30.0% Boating 10.0%
Swimming 20.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Very limited, not good, only hockey is active in our community.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 80.0%
No 20.0%

Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Swimming Pool 43.0% Golf Course 14.0%
Baseball Diamonds 29.0% Outdoor Skating Rink 14.0%

(finished ones)

The region:
Downhill Skiing 20.0% Walking Trails 20.0%
Horse Riding Trails 20.0% Movie Theatre 20.0%
Amusement Park 20.0%
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Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Family 53.0%
> Community 27.0%
> Individual 13.0%
> Region 7.0%

What would be the prime
> Health
) Fitness
> Solely Recreation
> Personal Development

What would you suggest
initiatives?
Recreation Campsites
Baseball Diamonds
Skateboard Park
Downhill Skiing
River Boat Tours
Walking Trails
Golf Course
Indoor Swimming Pool
Water Skiing
Snowmobile Trails
ATV Trails

Horse Trail Rides
Destination Point Tours
Bed & Breakfast Ventures
Eco Tourism
Stocked Sports Fishing
Fishing Lodges
Snowboarding
Gun Range
Farm Vacations
Moto Cross Park
Outdoor Swimming Pool

3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

a. what distance
0—30km
31—80km
81 +1cm

would you
60.0%
40.0%

0%

be willing to drive to access the priority activities?

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Food outlets
> Warm up facilities for winter activities.

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 20.0%

No 80.0%

> Social

reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
26.0%
26.0%
2 1.0%
16.0%
11.0%

as priorities in the development of regional recreational

14.0%
11.0%
7.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
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Comments:
> Require better and more diverse activities.
> Require a completed ball diamond.
> Require promotion of Native culture.

Other Comments:
> There is little interest in our community for developing recreation activities. Our

people need motivation to see the opportunities in our community.
> There is so much in our natural surroundings that we could use for recreational

activities. Our members should be encouraged and supported to take on different
ventures that would promote recreation and tourism. There should be programs
and grants made known to people who would like to take on such a challenge.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

Rainbow Lake

What recreation activities are most important to you and your family?
Swimming 11.0% Softball 5.0%
Skating 11.0% Hockey 5.0%
Walking Trails 8.0% Curling 5.0%
Golf 8.0% Hiking Trails 3.0%
Hunting 8.0% Interpretative Trails 3.0%
Camping 8.0% ATV Trails 3.0%
Cross Country Skiing 8.0% Bowling 3.0%
Fishing 5.0% Music 3.0%
Snowmobiliflg 5.0%

What is your opinion on the availability of existing recreation activity?

Good 60.0% Poor 40.0% (very limited)

Comments:
> Walking trails need improving.
> Ball diamonds require TLC.
> A permanent skateboard park is required by teens.
> Recreation activities could be better coordinated.

Do you travel outside the region to use recreation facilities that if they were
available locally would benefit you and your family?

Yes 71.0%

No 29.0%
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Is there a recreation activity that is presently not available that you would wish
considered for:

The local area:
Swimming Pool 40.0% Bowling 10.0%
Additional Campsites 20.0% Larger Gymnasium 10.0%
Cross Country Ski Trails 10.0% Skateboard Park 10.0%

Note: Campsites with potable water and electricity.

The region: /

Live Theatre 20.0% Folk Fest 20.0%
Better Sno~~obile Trails 20.0% Racquetball Courts 20.0%
Additional Campsites 20.0%

Who are you most interested in when talking recreational needs?
> Family 54.0%
> Community 23.0%
> Individual 15.0%
> Region 8.0%

What would be the prime reasons for your recommended recreation activity?
) Health 24.0%
> Fitness 24.0%
> Solely Recreation 19.0%

Social 19.0%
> Personal Development 14.0%

What would you suggest as priorities in the development of regional recreational
initiatives?
Walking Trails 13.0% ATV Trails 7.0%
Snowmobile Trails 10.0% Arena Complex 7.0%
indoor Swimming Pool 10.0% Golf Course 7.0%
Skateboard Park 7.0% Sport Fishing 3.0%
Baseball Diamonds 7.0% Eco Tourism 3.0%
Additional Campsites 7.0% Destination Tours 3.0%
Cross Country Ski Trails 7.0% Fann Vacations 3t0%
Downhill Skiing 7.0%
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a. what distance would you be willing to drive to access the priority activities?
0—30km 17.0%
31—80km 83.0%
81+1cm 0%

b. what amenities would you see necessary at such a development?
> Campsites with flail services, particularly potable water and electricity.

Are you satisfied with the overall coordination of recreation and tourism programs
in the region?

Yes 56.0%

No 44.0%

General Comments:
> More community involvement is required.
> More funding is required to promote and coordinate recreation activities in the

community.
> We require more easily accessed activities for school-aged children..
> More provincial exposure is required and more assistwice is required from the

town and the region.
> A major influx of tourism has not proved to be a good influence on children in

Canmore or Jasper.
> More advertisement of activities in the community is necessary.
> The volunteers do an amazing job, the town is very supportive.

Other:
The Rainbow Lake Campground Association have developed and maintained the existing
Rainbow Lake Campsite through volunteer, private, and industry donations. The present
investment is in the area of $160,000, which includes a $10,000 grant. The Campground
Association wish to protect the investment, primarily for the community use and see the
site more of a family orientation in overall development. Other factors that will affect the
long-term direction for this publicly owned lake will be the development of a
transportation corridor from Rainbow Lake, Alberta to Fort Nelson, BC and the increased
tourism awareness of this northern experience.

To date, tourists have accessed the Rainbow Lake Website and have arrived to the site
from the USA.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

North Peace Tribal Council

Information received and compiled from North Peace Tribal Council representatives was
incorporated into the High Level data. Of significance within the information was the
need for a new multiplex recreation centre at High Level. In discussions with a number
of High Level residents, this need was highlighted as an issue that requires attention for
two reasons provided:

> The existing facility becoming to the age where replacement will have to be
considered in the coming years.

> With the population increase in the High Level and surrounding area coupled with
the growth rates of the younger population, further pressures are contemplated.

Although this item may not reflect the views North Peace Tribal Council in a formal
manner it is apparent how the surrounding area will affect the Town of High Level
recreational facility overload.
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REGIONAL RECREATION REVIEW
NORTHWEST ALBERTA

Zama

In discussion with Zama respondents, it was very clear that the location of the Zama
community affects the overall approach to recreation and tourism aspects for the
community. With Zasna at the end of the public road, most people come into the
community to work. There are community recreation needs that are being addressed by
the community with the development of walking trails and the community hall expansion.
The community has a court for basketball and volleyball, along with horse shoe pits for
community use. Where people in the community wish to ATV or snowmobile, they
utilize the numerous open trails to ride to such locations as Bitscho Lake. There is no
tourism into the community due to its location in the region. Respondents indicated that
the community facilities are acceptable and that most people do not drive outside
specifically for recreation needs. The community respondents indicated a benefit to those
living and working in the area would be to have a golf course developed at some point in
time.
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